Searching into 424,711,401 lines/sentences ...
Example1:
look_down_on_us
look_down_$$$$_us@
F6,Enter
Example2:
*_look_down_*
look^^^_down_*
F6,Enter
Note1: If you are not going to use wildcards at all then
the pattern must be equal to the whole(not partial match) line.
Note2: Seven wildcards are available:
wildcard '*' any character(s) or empty,
wildcard '@'/'#' any character {or empty}/{and not empty},
wildcard '^'/'$' any ALPHA character {or empty}/{and not empty},
wildcard '|'/'%' any NON-ALPHA character {or empty}/{and not empty}.
Note3: Due to different line endings(CRLF in Windows; LF in UNIX)
you must add a '@' wildcard in place of CR:
for example in case of searching for '*.pdf' write '*.pdf@', our files
need the '@' wildcard they are in Windows format.
Note4: In Example1 '$$$$' allows 'onto' or 'upon' to emerge.
Note5: In Example2 '^^^' allows 's' or 'ed' or 'ing' to emerge.
Note6: Press Ctrl+C to cancel further processing,
GRAFFITH.log holds the dumped hits up to the cancelation.
Enter your pattern(s) one at a line, to start searching press 'F6' release and then 'Enter':
*i will make good*
*ll make good*
^Z
Graffith(graphite), Text decompressor-finder-dumper, r.02++_Graphein, written by Kaze.
Graffith is a wrapper over bsc version 2.3.0, written by Ilya Grebnov.
Size of GRAFFITH.lst: 46956
Size of GRAFFITH.ini: 36
Allocating memory 1536 MB ... OK
Remaining files to decompress: 1204
Decompressing '.\Caterpillar.001.RAFT2.txt.00,000.bsc' ...
~ Overall decompression performance: 9.82 MB/s so far
Single-line-searching with Blunderbuss for '*i will make good*'
~ Overall Blunderbuss search performance: 47.50 MB/s so far
~ Blunderbuss current/total hits: 0/0
Single-line-searching with Blunderbuss for '*ll make good*' ...
~ Overall Blunderbuss search performance: 47.50 MB/s so far
~ Blunderbuss current/total hits: 0/0
Remaining files to decompress: 1203
Decompressing '.\Caterpillar.001.RAFT2.txt.00,001.bsc' ...
~ Overall decompression performance: 10.01 MB/s so far
Single-line-searching with Blunderbuss for '*i will make good*'
~ Overall Blunderbuss search performance: 47.14 MB/s so far
~ Blunderbuss current/total hits: 0/0
Single-line-searching with Blunderbuss for '*ll make good*' ...
~ Overall Blunderbuss search performance: 47.24 MB/s so far
~ Blunderbuss current/total hits: 0/0
Remaining files to decompress: 1202
Decompressing '.\Caterpillar.001.RAFT2.txt.00,002.bsc' ...
~ Overall decompression performance: 10.25 MB/s so far
Single-line-searching with Blunderbuss for '*i will make good*'
~ Overall Blunderbuss search performance: 47.17 MB/s so far
~ Blunderbuss current/total hits: 0/0
Single-line-searching with Blunderbuss for '*ll make good*' ...
~ Overall Blunderbuss search performance: 47.12 MB/s so far
~ Blunderbuss current/total hits: 0/0
Remaining files to decompress: 1201
Decompressing '.\Caterpillar.002.RAFT2.txt.00,000.bsc' ...
~ Overall decompression performance: 10.63 MB/s so far
Single-line-searching with Blunderbuss for '*i will make good*'
~ Overall Blunderbuss search performance: 47.10 MB/s so far
~ Blunderbuss current/total hits: 0/0
Single-line-searching with Blunderbuss for '*ll make good*' ...
~ Overall Blunderbuss search performance: 47.26 MB/s so far
~ Blunderbuss current/total hits: 0/0
Remaining files to decompress: 1200
Decompressing '.\Caterpillar.002.RAFT2.txt.00,001.bsc' ...
~ Overall decompression performance: 10.82 MB/s so far
Single-line-searching with Blunderbuss for '*i will make good*'
~ Overall Blunderbuss search performance: 47.07 MB/s so far
~ Blunderbuss current/total hits: 0/0
Single-line-searching with Blunderbuss for '*ll make good*' ...
~ Overall Blunderbuss search performance: 47.18 MB/s so far
~ Blunderbuss current/total hits: 1/1
Remaining files to decompress: 1199
...
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Although automatic speech recognition and speech understanding systems are far from perfect in terms of the word or task accuracy, properly
developed applications can still MAKE GOOD use of the existing technology to deliver real value to the customer, as evidenced by the number and
extent of such systems that are used on a daily basis by millions of users.
Very early in the play Bolingbroke declares to Norfolk, what I speak My body shall MAKE GOOD upon this earth, Or my divine soul answer it in heaven.
This, therefore, is a very cheap and harmless curse ; but if it be contended that no idolatry is sanctioned by the Church of Rome, then we tell our
Romish readers that we shall MAKE GOOD the charge of unrebuked idolatry against authorized teachers of their communion.
The difficulties among this class of labor is most generally started by a vicious class of foreigners who never have nor never will MAKE GOOD
American citizens ; in fact, they have no idea of citizenship, as they are Italians, Poles and from other nations which are controlled by
Catholicism, and have never been taught the elements of true citizenship.
By this they mean that God bestows grace on someone, and also preordains that he will bestow it, because he foreknows that such a one will MAKE GOOD
use of it, just as a king gives a horse to a soldier because he knows that he will use it well.
For any pain in the respiratory organs or in members that share in their movement, the diaphragm, for example, or the liver, the spleen, the belly,
intestines, or colon, makes us breathe short quick breaths; short, so as not to press more than necessary upon the part that is giving the
pain, but quick, so that the number of breaths shall MAKE GOOD the deficiency in the several inhalations.
but fairy-tales and court gazettes will MAKE GOOD our lack of historians.
It will MAKE GOOD the bad that it has done clear reason, even the law of calculation, the one-times-one, works in that direction, even assuming
thatwewere unwilling to hear the voice of justice.
For the woman was given to man, not only to delight, but to help and assist him; and I am confident, women would labour as much with fire and
furnace, as men; for they ll MAKE GOOD cordials and spirits; but whether they would find out the philosophers stone, I doubt; for our sex is
more apt to waste, than to make gold: However, I would have them try, especially those that have means to spend; for, who knows but women
might be more happy in finding it out, than men; and then would men have reason to employ their time in more profitable studies, than in
useless experiments.
Today we shall MAKE GOOD our promise and set forth the proof for our claims by examining, first of all, the last great and, in a certain sense,
completed world deed [Welt-That] of the German people, the Reformation of the Church.
However, I do remind you so that you will MAKE GOOD what you left out then.
we shall have discovered a new twist and possible outcome for the Dionysian drama of the fate of the soul : and he ll MAKE GOOD use of it, we can
bet, he, the grand old eternal writer of the comedy of our existence!
The difficulties among this class of labor is most generally started by a vicious class of foreigners who never have nor never will MAKE GOOD
American citizens ; in fact, they have no idea of citizenship, as they are Italians, Poles and from other nations which are controlled by
Catholicism, and have never been taught the elements of true citizenship.
He learns where to look for the spiritually minded men and women who will be likely to be useful workers in the spiritual and temporal offices of
the Church ; where the lads are growing who will MAKE GOOD ministers, and should be encouraged, and where he can best get help for some doubtful
or tender spirit whose troubles have been confided to him.
This is Breakthrough information, so I hope you will all MAKE GOOD use of it for the betterment of mankind.
If we are going to get together from all over the country, we might as well MAKE GOOD use of our efforts.
The metal box, the metal case of the regulator, and two of your four wires must all MAKE GOOD contact.
Run an IV curve on your friend's module, and if it is below spec, then I'm sure that Solarex will MAKE GOOD on their warranty.
Water pumping windmills still MAKE GOOD RE sense.
) meaning, `We will MAKE GOOD deeds and statements easy for you, and We will legislate such Law for you that is easy, tolerant, straight and just,
with no crookedness, difficulty or hardship in it.'
But those who believe and do righteous good deeds, and believe in that which is sent down to Muhammad (SAW), for it is the truth from their Lord,
He will expiate from them their sins, and will MAKE GOOD their state.
'Then I can only assume that the authorities in England will MAKE GOOD the expenses, too.'
Such a person will MAKE GOOD use of a cave for meditation and will be highly benefited.
Rather, on the contrar y, they will be ver y happy with you, because you will be so deliberately nonsensical you will MAKE GOOD conversation!
Such a person will MAKE GOOD use of a cave for meditation and will be highly benefited.
Rather, on the contrary, they will be very happy with you, because you will be so deliberately nonsensical -- you will MAKE GOOD conversation!
They don't say things which they see, they only say things which will MAKE GOOD conversation.
Stored pumpkins will shrink as much as 20 percent in weight; they'll still MAKE GOOD pies, but they look sad if kept too long.
Stored pumpkins will shrink as much as 20 percent in weight; they'll still MAKE GOOD pies, but they look sad if kept too long.
Stored pumpkins will shrink as much as 20 percent in weight; they'll still MAKE GOOD pies, but they look sad if kept too long.
Seven tea bags (good ol' Lipton's or Red Rose) steeped all day in a gallon jug of water will MAKE GOOD tea for icing with or without Sol.
All MAKE GOOD houseplants.
Also, when you put in some hard core grinding, you will MAKE GOOD money even selling regular old drops.
Draw upon the accounts of previous births This bank will not give loans to all and sundry; its help is only for those who are credit-worthy, who
have impressed by their industry and integrity that they will MAKE GOOD use of the money and keep their word.
We will MAKE GOOD the deficiency.
and Gurudev said, "Ah, forget it, somehow we will MAKE GOOD the amount that he has stolen, forget it!"
and Gurudev said, "Ah, forget it, somehow we will MAKE GOOD the amount that he has stolen, forget it!"
and Gurudev said, "Ah, forget it, somehow we will MAKE GOOD the amount that he has stolen, forget it!"
We will MAKE GOOD the deficiency.
We will MAKE GOOD the deficiency.
Applications you build using these patterns will scale well and will MAKE GOOD use of underlying technologies, such as Microsoft COM+ and Microsoft
Transaction Server (MTS).
You'll MAKE GOOD use of the tag selector in the tutorials to come.
Subsequent examples in Chapter 6, "Entity Beans"will MAKE GOOD use of the EntityContext.
We'll MAKE GOOD use of these over the coming chapters.
"I'm not sure you girls will MAKE GOOD detectives," remarked the Wizard, "but I'll go with you to protect you from harm and to give you my advice.
"And I'm confident that it will MAKE GOOD," said the young inventor to his chum, as they paced the deck of the vessel.
"I really believe, cousin," answered the King, "that my Lord will MAKE GOOD every thing that you have said of him."
There was silence for a moment in the room; then Burton again, hoarse-voiced: "Isaac, I'll MAKE GOOD to you some other way.
Them young gells are like the unripe grain; they'll MAKE GOOD meal by and by, but they're squashy as yet.
I told you that she should be slain, and now that you have refused to avenge me, I will MAKE GOOD my words by killing her with my own hand!
I told you that she should be slain, and now that you have refused to avenge me, I will MAKE GOOD my words by killing her with my own hand!
The Daunger is like: For, what they can contriue, They will MAKE GOOD.
We shall MAKE GOOD our title.
"You bet I'll MAKE GOOD," she resolved.
Bernardo saide, Be it a bargaine, am the man that will MAKE GOOD my five thousand Duckets; and albeit the other Merchants then present, earnestly
laboured to breake the wager, knowing great harme must needs ensue thereon: yet both the parties were so hot and fiery, as all the other men
spake to no effect, but writings was made, sealed, and delivered under either of their hands, Bernardo remaining at Paris, and Ambroginolo
departing for Geneway.
Sir Domine heere and we, will MAKE GOOD cheare with it among our selves.
But the Covenants, which are made in contract of mutuall trust, neither party performing out of hand, if there arise [2] a just suspicion in either
of them, are in the state of nature invalid: for he that first performes by reason of the wicked disposition of the greatest part of men
studying their owne advantage, either by right, or wrong, exposeth himself to the perverse will of him with whom he hath Contracted; for it
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suites not with reason, that any man should performe first, if it be not likely that the other will MAKE GOOD his promise after; which, whether
it be probable, or not, he that doubts it, must be judge of, as hath been shewed in the foregoing Chapter in the 9.
Follow me, Sancho, for the cart goes slowly, and with the mules of it I will MAKE GOOD the loss of Dapple."
Follow me, Sancho, for the cart goes slowly, and with the mules of it I will MAKE GOOD the loss of Dapple."
"Who should it be," said Sancho, "but Don Quixote of La Mancha himself, who will MAKE GOOD all he has said and all he will say; for pledges don't
trouble a good payer."
Now, Thomas Mowbray, do I turn to thee, And mark my greeting well; for what I speak My body shall MAKE GOOD upon this earth, Or my divine soul answer
it in heaven.
"You WILL MAKE GOOD your promises?"
"Your berth will MAKE GOOD firing.
He shall MAKE GOOD use of his interest at the Admiralty--you may rely on that.
I'll MAKE GOOD, and if you're on the track, Red, I'll show you that Garrison can ride a harder, straighter race than you or any one.
"I shall MAKE GOOD, for I *must* MAKE GOOD."
Then, at a chosen time, this vaunted one shall attend before us here, and I having disclosed the substance of a theme, he shall MAKE GOOD the claim.
If a merchant entrust money to an agent (broker) for some investment, and the broker suffer a loss in the place to which he goes, he shall MAKE GOOD
the capital to the merchant.
If a herdsman, to whom cattle or sheep have been entrusted for watching over, and who has received his wages as agreed upon, and is satisfied,
diminish the number of the cattle or sheep, or make the increase by birth less, he shall MAKE GOOD the increase or profit which was lost in the
terms of settlement.
"I suppose it would all MAKE GOOD advertising copy?"
He vows that he will hew the high sterns of our ships in pieces, set fire to their hulls, and make havoc of the Achaeans while they are dazed and
smothered in smoke; I much fear that heaven will MAKE GOOD his boasting, and it will prove our lot to perish at Troy far from our home in Argos.
She will MAKE GOOD connections there, as the Girls are all of the best Families.
A Friend who hopes that for his sister's sake, if for no one else's, he will MAKE GOOD use of his liberty.'
The Outlet, A Texas Matchmaker, Cattle Brands, and Reed Anthony, Cowman all MAKE GOOD reading.
He shall MAKE GOOD his words, or eat them.
From the assurance of Professor Challenger's manner--and in spite of the continued scepticism of Professor Summerlee--I have no doubt that our
leader will MAKE GOOD his statement, and that we are really on the eve of some most remarkable experiences.
I've decided to back you boys, and I know you'll MAKE GOOD.
I will MAKE GOOD."
"And I promise you, Miss Morse, that I will MAKE GOOD.
You're assuming that your Erik will MAKE GOOD.
I will MAKE GOOD."
"And I promise you, Miss Morse, that I will MAKE GOOD.
For as for him who is the Administrator of all, he will MAKE GOOD use of thee whether thou wilt or no, and make thee (as a part and member of the
whole) so to co-operate with him, that whatsoever thou doest, shall turn to the furtherance of his own counsels, and Meditations 35 -------------------------------------- 38 Meditations resolutions.
Sir, said he, yet can I excuse me both with my word and with my hands, that I will MAKE GOOD upon one of the best of them, my body to his body.
And now I have proved you, madam, with a shameful deed; and that they be all false, or some of them, I will MAKE GOOD, for a wounded knight this
night hath lain by you.
Sir, said he, yet can I excuse me both with my word and with my hands, that I will MAKE GOOD upon one of the best of them, my body to his body.
And now I have proved you, madam, with a shameful deed; and that they be all false, or some of them, I will MAKE GOOD, for a wounded knight this
night hath lain by you.
Then when the ten knights heard Sir Meliagrance's words, they spake all in one voice and said to Sir Meliagrance: Thou sayest falsely, and
wrongfully puttest upon us such a deed, and that we will MAKE GOOD any of us; choose which thou list of us when we are whole of our wounds.
For I dare say, said Sir Gawaine, my lady, your queen, is to you both good and true; and as for Sir Launcelot, said Sir Gawaine, I dare say he will
make it good upon any knight living that will put upon himself villainy or shame, and in like wise he will MAKE GOOD for my lady, Dame Guenever.
"And no mother," he shouted, "can call ME a 'fortune-hunter' and a 'cradle-robber' and think I'll MAKE GOOD by marrying her daughter!
By the body of a hen, we shall MAKE GOOD cheer, and be as merry as crickets.
He'll MAKE GOOD somehow if you let him help in the job.'
These English pigs with their contemptible army will MAKE GOOD time to the Indian Ocean."
But, master, you have by your former civility made me hope that you will MAKE GOOD your promise, and say something of the several rivers that be of
most note in this nation; and also of fish-ponds, and the ordering of them: and do it I pray, good master; for I love any discourse of rivers,
and fish and fishing; the time spent in such discourse passes away very pleasantly The FIFTH day-continued Of Rivers, and some Observations of
Fish Chapter XIX Piscator Chapter XIX 78 --------------------------------------- 81 The Complete Angler WELL, scholar, since the ways and
weather do both favour us, and that we yet see not 'Tottenham-Cross, you shall see my willingness to satisfy your desire.
Giving her pledges, he swears to her that he will always live on peaceful terms with her, and will MAKE GOOD to her all the loss which she can prove,
and will build up again the houses which he had destroyed.
I think, however, that Mac will MAKE GOOD.
Who should it be, said Sancho, but Don Quixote of La Mancha himself, who will MAKE GOOD all he has said and all he will say; for pledges don't
trouble a good payer.
I hope you will MAKE GOOD.
"I'll MAKE GOOD your losses," Emerson volunteered, quickly, realizing that other ears were open.
NIGHT ON AN OCEAN FLOOR 24 --------------------------------------- 27 Boy Scouts in a Submarine in a moment, "and I hope he'll MAKE GOOD."
But I'll MAKE GOOD!
The manure worm, the marsh worm, and a worm found at the root of the sweet flag, all MAKE GOOD bait; but the best of all is the night-crawling earthworm.
A dressing of wood ashes, however, will MAKE GOOD the loss.
We'll MAKE GOOD, all right, McWade asserted.
You'll be caught between sharp teeth nice, red, sharp, bloody teeth; and you'll MAKE GOOD steak-better than your best olio.
But this I say, and will MAKE GOOD my words, This insolence may cost him soon his life.
This too I say, and will MAKE GOOD my word: If by the grace of aegis-bearing Jove, And Pallas, Ilium's well-built walls we raze, A gift of honour,
second but to mine, I in thy hands will place; a tripod bright, Or, with their car and harness, two brave steeds, Or a fair woman who thy bed
may share.
This too I say, and will MAKE GOOD my words: Their flying horses I will lame; themselves Dash from their car, and break their chariot-wheels; And ten
revolving years heal not the wound Where strikes my lightning; so shall Pallas learn What 'tis against her father to contend.
Not all his words Achilles shall MAKE GOOD; Fulfilling some, in others he shall fail, His course midway arrested.
'tis not for man In all things to excel; but this I say, And will MAKE GOOD my words, who meets me here, I mean to pound his flesh, and smash his
bones.
I'm the sucker, but I'll MAKE GOOD.
However, what's done, is done, and I hope she will MAKE GOOD use of it.
John Wilkes, in a letter to his daughter in 1781, seems to imply that he had not turned out very well, and hopes that the baron's second son will
MAKE GOOD the deficiencies of the first.
He was, admitted the willowy girl regretfully, a good bit tanked at the time, but I guess he'll MAKE GOOD.
WOUNDED 35 --------------------------------------- 38 By Pike and Dyke: A Tale of the Rise of the Dutch Republic misfortune happens, trade goes
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bad, or your vessel is cast away, they will MAKE GOOD allowance for you, knowing that you are a loser as well as they, and that at all times you
have thought as much of them as of yourself.
You will MAKE GOOD, said Ruth.
But you will MAKE GOOD passage enough down to the Nore once you are fairly round the Whittaker.
[298] Mindoro is at present [1890] so depopulated that the minister of the Colonies, in order to remedy this result of Spanish colonization, wishes
to send there the worst desperadoes of the peninsula, to see if great criminals will MAKE GOOD colonists and farmers.
D'ye reckon he'll MAKE GOOD corralin' all the money there is in the world?
I will MAKE GOOD use of the money which you entrust to me from God.
I will MAKE GOOD use of the money which you entrust to me from God.
But there, there, there, she patted the hand of Bladys again; you have it, and will MAKE GOOD use of it.
Till then I shall MAKE GOOD the trust reposed in me.
Meldrum departed, but they think he will MAKE GOOD his threat.
'I'll have 'em down when it's cooler,' he reassured her; 'they'll MAKE GOOD fuel.'
I have a list of fifty men, all active and hearty fellows, who will MAKE GOOD soldiers, the mayor said.
Shall their unbelief disannul the faithfulness of God Will he not still MAKE GOOD his promises to them that do believe?
If we believe not That is, though some believe not, God will MAKE GOOD all his promises to them that do believe.
Faithful Because God shall MAKE GOOD his promises to thee.
Holiness unto the Lord Their persons shall bear the dedicating inscription of holiness to the Lord, and by their study of holiness they shall MAKE
GOOD their motto.
Wade, and our letters will MAKE GOOD entering wedges; but the living tongue will do more than the pen.
By turning them upside down they will MAKE GOOD troughs, and it won't freeze.
We will MAKE GOOD our right to love by strife in arms.
A Panic on Shipboard 60 --------------------------------------- 63 Jack North's Treasure Hunt hope he will MAKE GOOD use of my money.
Although intemperate drinking has long been unknown among us, as well as all other gross imperfections of character, we still MAKE GOOD wine, and no
more danger is felt in drinking it than in using milk.
I'll MAKE GOOD figures of you, my fat boys and galls, I know.
I might not get them if I did ask, so I will MAKE GOOD use, if I have the chance, of those on board, was the answer.
I might not get them if I did ask, so I will MAKE GOOD use, if I have the chance, of those on board, was the answer.
I trust the breeze will hold; but if not, we shall run a very great chance of having our throats cut by those fellows, if they do not think we
shall MAKE GOOD slaves to their friends in Borneo.
I fear, said Frank Morton, approaching, that the ice is rather thick for us; but it don't much matter, it will only delay us a bit and at any rate
we'll MAKE GOOD way as far as the point.
47 --------------------------------------- 50 Twice Bought Well, he muttered to himself, as he sped along at a pace that might have made even a red
man envious, we are both of us young and strong, so that we are well able to hold out for a considerable time on such light fare as the shrubs
of the wilderness produce, and when Tom discovers his mistake he'll MAKE GOOD use of his long legs to overtake me.
The open heath, shaded forest, hills and dales, all MAKE GOOD grounds.
I warrant you, sir, we'll MAKE GOOD use of our time when you are gone.
Now Thomas Mowbray do I turne to thee, And marke my greeting well: for what I speake, My body shall MAKE GOOD vpon this earth, Or my diuine soule
answer it in heauen.
His mother never has believed he did anything wrong, and the hope of the old man's life is that his 'Danny,' as he calls him, will MAKE GOOD in some
way do something to wipe out the stain on his name and come back to him.
Now Thomas Mowbray do I turne to thee, And marke my greeting well: for what I speake, My body shall MAKE GOOD vpon this earth, Or my diuine soule
answer it in heauen.
The poor devils there now will MAKE GOOD use of the relief.
But you will MAKE GOOD passage enough down to the Nore once you are fairly round the Whittaker.
And we'll MAKE GOOD use of em, gasped the Parson, and raced up the ladder.
I threw the little chaps back, on the principle that Baby fish you throw away Will MAKE GOOD sport another day, and at last began to think I had
caught nearly enough, even though I intended to salt some.
He merely fills his part till in the last scene he assures Luciana that he will MAKE GOOD his earlier protestations of love; but so far as he has any
character at all, or distinctive individuality, he is young Shakespeare himself and his experiences are Shakespeare's.
Well, give him to me, father, the girl had pleaded; I am certain that he'll MAKE GOOD some day; you'll see that he'll pay you for keeping your word.
It'll MAKE GOOD advertising for them when it's opened.
However, three nights from this will tell the whole story, and if you all MAKE GOOD your escape, you may take my word for it, I'll make a clane
breast of it to him and ask his pardon into the bargain.
Before the day is out I shall MAKE GOOD my boast.
You'll MAKE GOOD somewhere yet, he asserted.
I'm going to put all my time and energy into this proposition and Then you'll MAKE GOOD all right, Sperry assured him.
10 To all that seek thee bear an open heart; Make not thy breast a labyrinth or trap; If trials come, this will MAKE GOOD thy part, For honesty is
safe, come what can hap; It is the good man's feast, the prince of flowers, Which thrives in storms, and smells best after showers.
Ye shall not clear by Greekly speech, nor cozen from your path The twinkling shoal, the leeward beach, and Hadria's white-lipped wrath; Nor tempt
with painted cloth for wood my fraud-avenging hosts; Nor make at all or all MAKE GOOD your bulwarks and your boasts.
Perhaps you'll MAKE GOOD right in the start; and then, again, something might throw you down.
He'll MAKE GOOD; he's a man, sound in wind and limb, head and heart.
Monty will MAKE GOOD use of the floating space junk the pirates left.
If he be good, he will MAKE GOOD laws.
I'll MAKE GOOD I'll MAKE GOOD!
They won't fight, and they'll MAKE GOOD team-mates, the little man went on.
Your lads will MAKE GOOD names for themselves among those who love the Cause, if they keep on as they've begun, the colonel said in the most kindly
tone, and the praise made me as proud as any peacock, for I had hoped we might be able to show him we could do the work of men.
I don't think that dude will MAKE GOOD, said Tom, and he was right.
Each overplus and each deficiency You will MAKE GOOD.
Each overplus and each deficiency You will MAKE GOOD.
Once I get above you and we'll MAKE GOOD use of this rope of mine.
Landing, they will MAKE GOOD their footing till the others reach the bank.
It'll MAKE GOOD reading.
These all MAKE GOOD proper names in Greek, and sound magnificently, but do not answer so well in English.
Any person subject to military law who willfully or through neglect suffers to be lost, spoiled, damaged, or wrongfully disposed of any military
property belonging to the United States shall MAKE GOOD the loss or damage and suffer such punishment as a court-martial may direct.
We shall MAKE GOOD our stand against any force that we can reasonably expect would be brought against us.
He'll MAKE GOOD shark bait, only some skinny.
By the body of a hen, we shall MAKE GOOD cheer, and be as merry as crickets.
I've decided to back you boys, and I know you'll MAKE GOOD.
And rest assured that what you lose in the matter of spoil I will MAKE GOOD to you, he added.
69 --------------------------------------- 72 The Atlantic Monthly will MAKE GOOD our mountains against him and his crew with such right arms as the
good Lord hath given us.
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And rest assured that what you lose in the matter of spoil I will MAKE GOOD to you, he added.
Under the process of continued action the average man can make a fair showing and with a reasonable degree of moral support will MAKE GOOD, while
without it the ablest man will have a hard time and even fail if he is forced to accept changes that disturb continuity of action.
Let Sodom and Gomorrah, Troy, (which Dares Phrygius, and Dictis Cretensis will MAKE GOOD) and I know not how many cities bear record,et fuit ante
Helenam, &c.
Let Sodom and Gomorrah, Troy, (which Dares Phrygius, and Dictis Cretensis will MAKE GOOD) and I know not how many cities bear record,et fuit ante
Helenam, &c.
I now am lost indeed, &on my knee Beg pardon of that goodnes, that pure Temple Which my base lust prophand, &will MAKE GOOD My wrongs to her by
marriage.
Whoever burns the property of another shall no longer be regarded as a countryman, and whoever shelters him shall MAKE GOOD the damage done.
I haven't deposited the funds for to-day yet, and I'll put in a memorandum which Bullion will MAKE GOOD.
At Paris, I swear to you upon the faith of a gentleman that we shall gain access to the lady, we shall convince her that we are to be trusted, we
shall MAKE GOOD for you all you have lost.
I will MAKE GOOD the loss to you.
Sure, an' some av thim burds will MAKE GOOD eatin', so they will!
I will MAKE GOOD the loss to you.
He shall MAKE GOOD his promise t'increase thy Farm, Andrew, or I'll jeer him to death.
God hath his own time and seasons wherein he accomplisheth his promises; and we must leave him a latitude, both as to the time when, and as to the
manner how, and as to the degree in which he shall MAKE GOOD his promises; and he is wise in his dispensations.
He will MAKE GOOD all his promises in due time, and give a subsistence and a being to them all; for he is the Truth, and the Truth must stand to his
promises, and fulfil them all.
He'll MAKE GOOD history.
He'll MAKE GOOD, soliloquized the supervisor.
[140] It is a sign that they will MAKE GOOD horses if, when at pasture with the herd, the colts contend with one another for superiority in running
or in any thing else, or if when a stream is to be crossed they leap it at the head of the herd and do not look back for the others.
No Sir, pray keep the Sale, 'twill MAKE GOOD Tailors measures; I am well I thank you.
Whatever Heaven, or high extracted blood Could promise, or foretell, he will MAKE GOOD; Reform these nations, and improve them more, Than this fair
park, from what it was before.
I forgive you and I'll MAKE GOOD in Shanghai.
If Bear has a party upstairs in those boxes it'll MAKE GOOD copy.
If you can Morgan that amount I'll MAKE GOOD with the necessary documents, and then you and your family troubles may sit around on fly paper in
Jiggersville for the rest of your natural lives for all I care.
Sir, says he, you may not be so willing to make me amends, because you may not be convinced of the truth of it: I will make an offer to you; I have
nineteen months pay due to me on board the ship , which I came out of England in; and the Dutchman, that is with me, has seven months pay due
to him; if you will MAKE GOOD our pay to us, we will go along with you: if you find nothing more in it, we will desire no more; but if we do
convince you, that we have saved your life, and the ship, and the lives of all the men in her, we will leave the rest to you.
I hope you will MAKE GOOD some hopes, which make Ann very proud, of visiting Abbotsford about April next.
You're the first white man that ever took a chance with me without lashing me to the medicine ball, and I'll MAKE GOOD for you, all right, won't I,
Dodey?
"Give me the arrows, Prince," the girl said, bravely, "and I will MAKE GOOD my words."
The peasant, as a rule, wants a wife who will bear him children, a housewife who will MAKE GOOD soup and take it out to him in the fields, who will
spin and make his shirts and mend his clothes.
"Give me the arrows, Prince," the girl said, bravely, "and I will MAKE GOOD my words."
They're Henglish; please God they'll MAKE GOOD Canaidians.
Glorious will be the day when all the cities which have stolen the fragments of thy temple, Venice, Paris, London, and Copenhagen, shall MAKE GOOD
their larceny, form holy alliances to bring these fragments back, saying: 'Pardon us, O Goddess, it was done to save them from the evil genii
of the night,' and rebuild thy walls to the sound of the flute, thus expiating the crime of Lysander the infamous!
Personally, I think they'll MAKE GOOD to-day.
It will MAKE GOOD mathematical demonstration; it may make a good news item; but not poetry.
The meat will MAKE GOOD bait for the traps.
She'll MAKE GOOD use, I tell you, Of her one remaining eye.
If those things weigh with the Chancelleries of Europe, he will MAKE GOOD and I shall be surprised.
I'm sure his father will MAKE GOOD the shortage.
If she hangs on as well as this during the watch, she'll MAKE GOOD weather of it all right, I said.
Now that he knows I have a just and lawful claim on Basildene, which one day I will MAKE GOOD, he hates me with a tenfold deadlier hatred.
In the first place, there is no need of war and in the second place, when there is war, the same stamina that will make efficient humans for the
ordinary walks of life will MAKE GOOD soldiers.
We will MAKE GOOD every damage, and will not take away a square foot of your country!
Now that he knows I have a just and lawful claim on Basildene, which one day I will MAKE GOOD, he hates me with a tenfold deadlier hatred.
You'll MAKE GOOD wages and I'll find you a chance to get to Chokoloskee when we get back.
And I hope you'll MAKE GOOD.
Sir, said the Indian, freedom is as precious as life, and I would venture my life for him that would procure it for me: Try me, therefore, in any
service that I can perform for you, and my willingness shall MAKE GOOD my words.
Let's run under a check until breakfast is over, then we'll MAKE GOOD time straight for Biloxi.
But let him MAKE GOOD his escape; let him find a secure hideout from which to direct the operations of his aids; let him have security and leisure to
tackle unprecedented criminal tasks; and he might well MAKE GOOD his boast that he was the Devil himself.
At Paris, I swear to you upon the faith of a gentleman that we shall gain access to the lady, we shall convince her that we are to be trusted, we
shall MAKE GOOD for you all you have lost.
And if something be not done to save what remains of the city, I will MAKE GOOD my word!
In addition, they shall MAKE GOOD any losses caused by them to the said Indians, and shall pay all costs.
And if something be not done to save what remains of the city, I will MAKE GOOD my word!
And so others said that merits following the effect of predestination are the reason of predestination; giving us to understand that God gives
grace to a person, and pre-ordains that He will give it, because He knows beforehand that He will MAKE GOOD use of that grace, as if a king were
to give a horse to a soldier because he knows he will MAKE GOOD use of it.
Of course you'll MAKE GOOD.
"I hope, sir, ye will MAKE GOOD your plans for Freckles, though I'd as soon see ony born child o' my ain taken from our home.
And above all, if we do find it, who of us can be sure that he will MAKE GOOD use of it?
And did the fellows all MAKE GOOD?
Natheless, if you can walk now, we'll MAKE GOOD time to the gate.
I imagine the lad will MAKE GOOD.
The herdsman alone shall MAKE GOOD (the loss of a beast) strayed, destroyed by worms, killed by dogs or (by falling) into a pit, if he did not duly
exert himself (to prevent it).
It will MAKE GOOD work for their knives and their moulding-clay.
"That chap will MAKE GOOD, or I am greatly mistaken," he said to the Inspector as Cameron went off with the orderly to select his uniform.
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It is of moment to a young man when entering life to decide whether he shall make hats or shoes; but not of half the moment that will be that other
decision, whether he shall MAKE GOOD shoes or bad.
"This will MAKE GOOD copy," remarked Clyde.
'If you really do feel for me only half what you say, we shall--you will MAKE GOOD come of it--in some way or other.'
Wickes will show you the ropes, and you will MAKE GOOD, I know.
I'll MAKE GOOD; you see if I don't."
"Even if it is only eighty acres, it will MAKE GOOD pasture, and--it will help some, won't it?"
He who encroaches on his neighbour's land, and transgresses his boundaries, shall MAKE GOOD the damage, and, to cure him of his impudence and also of
his meanness, he shall pay a double penalty to the injured party.
You'll MAKE GOOD, all right--if only these creeks wasn't so bone dry!"
"I will MAKE GOOD thy, loss," Asad ran on.
"I will MAKE GOOD thy, loss," Asad ran on.
And I shall MAKE GOOD--if only they will let me alone."
If you will MAKE GOOD our pay to us we will go along with you; if you find nothing more in it we will desire no more; but if we do convince you that
we have saved your lives, and the ship, and the lives of all the men in her, we will leave the rest to you."
Anyway, Al, I'll MAKE GOOD the loss of your sheep."
Then at seventy I'll take flutters at roulette; While at eighty hope I'll MAKE GOOD at poker yet; And in fashionable togs to the races go, Gayest of
the gay old dogs, ninety years or so.
"You'll MAKE GOOD, I know, and then it won t make any difference about the letters."
Let not the law of thy country be the non ultra of thy honesty, nor think that always good enough that the law will MAKE GOOD.
I will MAKE GOOD to thee what I have done, and strive no more; truly I have found thee to be my master."
I will MAKE GOOD to thee what I have done, and strive no more; truly I have found thee to be my master."
"Nay, I counsel thee, dear sister, to stay by thy brother Giselher; and I will MAKE GOOD to thee thy husband's death."
Whatso ye lose here I will MAKE GOOD to you.
Whereto the king at the table answered falsely, "What lacketh to-day we will MAKE GOOD another time.
"Nay, I counsel thee, dear sister, to stay by thy brother Giselher; and I will MAKE GOOD to thee thy husband's death."
Whatso ye lose here I will MAKE GOOD to you.
"That dang Chemistry s hide will MAKE GOOD thongs for snowshoes, if we find something to make the frames out of," Monk declared.
"If you feel that way about it, you'll MAKE GOOD.
He's learned the game purty well now, though, an' I reckon he'll MAKE GOOD."
Woman's place, continued Miss Turner, was the home, and she hoped they would all MAKE GOOD wives.
Woman's place, continued Miss Turner, was the home, and she hoped they would all MAKE GOOD wives.
The essence of all moral education is this: inculcate children with respect for humanity and you will MAKE GOOD men.
I don't know how much they got but anyway I am sold to the big league and believe me Al I will MAKE GOOD.
249 But if the person or persons that did these things be discovered, he or they shall MAKE GOOD the damage.
I don't know how much they got but anyway I am sold to the big league and believe me Al I will MAKE GOOD.
What quod the protectour thou seruest me I wene wtih iffes with andes, I tel the thei haue so done, that I will MAKE GOOD on thy body traitour.
What quod the protectour thou seruest me I wene wtih iffes with andes, I tel the thei haue so done, that I will MAKE GOOD on thy body traitour.
"I don t think he ll MAKE GOOD bacon," Boscoe said.
"We'll MAKE GOOD time in this."
"I shall MAKE GOOD use of it, too.
Thus do'st thou still MAKE GOOD the tongue o'th world.
I lend you my name for two weeks, and know that you will MAKE GOOD use of it.
He could make people laugh; and if once the crowd has laughed with you, it will not object to cry a little nay, it will MAKE GOOD resolves, and
sometimes carry them out.
I promised to return in a year, and I'll MAKE GOOD to the hour.
This will MAKE GOOD reading.'
"If luck strings with you, Carney, and you get away with this dirty trick, what you say'll MAKE GOODI'll have to quit the Force; an' I want to get
home down east.
TAMARISK SCENE II 50 --------------------------------------- 53 The Story of Hassan of Baghdad and How He Came to Make the Golden Journey to
Samarkand The Caliph hopes you will MAKE GOOD use of this very slender whip for our correction.
The roads are all right, so you'll MAKE GOOD time.
I shall MAKE GOODsome timesomehow.
Pierce, the surgeon, that I met there, talking about my business the other day with Holmes, whom I told my mind, and did freely tell how I do
depend upon my care and diligence in my employment to bear me out against the pride of Holmes or any man else in things that are honest, and
much to that purpose which I know he will MAKE GOOD use of.
Wood by design, and got out of him to my advantage a condition which I shall MAKE GOOD use of against Sir W.
Lay long talking pleasantly with my wife, but among other things she begun, I know not whether by design or chance, to enquire what she should do
if I should by any accident die, to which I did give her some slight answer; but shall MAKE GOOD use of it to bring myself to some settlement
for her sake, by making a will as soon as I can.
He did give me letters he hath wrote to my Lord and Moore about my Lord's money to get it paid to my cozen, which I will MAKE GOOD use of.
"As for men," said Claverhouse, "I will leave you a dozen or twenty fellows who will MAKE GOOD a breach against the devil.
Here, take this Ring, shew it to that fair Devil, it will confirm me dead; which rumour, with my absence, will MAKE GOODPossess thy Love, grow wearie
in her Arms, then be thy self again.
But I hope I shall MAKE GOOD use of it.
In which I am well informed that they are not as they should be to make them knees, and I hope shall MAKE GOOD use of it to the King's service.
He did give me letters he hath wrote to my Lord and Moore about my Lord's money to get it paid to my cozen, which I will MAKE GOOD use of.
Daniel and her sister and staid and talked a little, and then I to the office, and after setting my things in order at the office I abroad with my
wife and little Betty Michell, and took them against my vowes, but I will MAKE GOOD my forfeit, to the King's house, to show them a play, "The
Chances."
Daniel and her sister and staid and talked a little, and then I to the office, and after setting my things in order at the office I abroad with my
wife and little Betty Michell, and took them against my vowes, but I will MAKE GOOD my forfeit, to the King's house, to show them a play, "The
Chances."
I seemed not to take notice of it, but parted kindly; 'su marido' did alter with me almost a my case, and there we parted, and so I home troubled
at this, but I think I shall MAKE GOOD use of it and mind my business more.
I did pacify all I could, and then away by water home, there to write letters and things for the dispatch of Balty away this day to sea; and after
dinner he did go, I having given him much good counsell; and I have great hopes that he will MAKE GOOD use of it, and be a good man, for I find
him willing to take pains and very sober.
Ronan's Well MAKE GOOD what he has written."
I will MAKE GOOD the loss of your ship, and give you another, in which you can well sail to Iceland.'
"We must organize these Frenchmen," he said; "they will MAKE GOOD fighters if we can once get them to act as a body.
I will MAKE GOOD the loss of your ship, and give you another, in which you can well sail to Iceland.'
"I will MAKE GOOD my words."
"I will MAKE GOOD my words."
Howe come and dined with me, and staid and read in my Lord Cooke upon his chapter of perjury again, which pleased me, and so parted, and I to my
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office, and there made an end of the books of Propositions, which did please me mightily to hear read, they being excellently writ and much to
the purpose, and yet so as I think I shall MAKE GOOD use of his defence of our present constitution.
I shall MAKE GOOD use of the Dolemanic hint of being marry'd.
Shall MAKE GOOD use of the light closet in it, if I stay here any time.
"I sought you not, Don Alonzo," answered the Charib maiden; "I sought you not, but right fortunate it is that without seeking I have found you, for
life and death is on my haste, and the distance, which I cannot accomplish even in hours, your coursers will MAKE GOOD in minutes."
I shall MAKE GOOD speed to the West, and gather my friends together; we shall not be distant neighbours; and if I succeed to my wish, Audley will
call you from your Irish fastnesses to your own native England.
I had some porcupine and a few partridges yet, as I would try and save NARRATIVE BY GEORGE ELSON 95 --------------------------------------- 98 A
Woman's Way Through Unknown Labrador some ahead for my way out, and the bones of the porcupine I carried with me; for I didn't throw the bones
away, as it will MAKE GOOD broth if I get out of grub and don't get more game.
he will lodge a complaint and the offender will MAKE GOOD for his offence, according to what will be pronounced by twelve elected judges acting as
arbiters, And if the offender or the offended, after having been warned thrice, does not submit to the decision of the arbiters, he will be
excluded from the friendship as a wicked man and a perjuror.
Thus sighs the smug adorer of the heavenly kingdom in whichat least as far as himself is concernedGod will MAKE GOOD the inexplicable shortcomings of
this earth and its human brood.
Be pleas'd to know, that in Consideration of you and Justice, I have overcome my Passion for Scipiana, as belonging to you by Right of her Father's
Donation; that if the Gods have spar'd her, I shall never more dispute her with you, but shall for ever direct all my Vows to the adorable
Jemella, and desire you to perswade her on my Behalf; for the Reputation you have acquir'd of Virtue and Wisdom, may intitle you to be her
Counsellor; and whatsoever you shall assert to her of the Sincerity of my Affection, or the Reformation of my Life, I shall MAKE GOOD in Fact,
for I profess I begin to be weary of my loose dabauch'd Way of living.
You shall stay at the Settlement tonight, and I will MAKE GOOD my promise as to the work."
Neice, Neice, you are dealt with, as a piece of rich Goods; you are to be disposed of at a high Price; Sir Positive understands the World, and will
MAKE GOOD Conditions for you.
John Matchless, who, being Heir-at-Law to your Ladyship's late Husband, intends to prosecute his Right, which, as his Council, out of a particular
Regard to your Ladyship, I shall farther let you know, I am persuaded we shall MAKE GOODand, I'm afraid, it will touch you very sensibly.
You shall stay at the Settlement tonight, and I will MAKE GOOD my promise as to the work."
But I'll MAKE GOOD yet.
I think, too, she will MAKE GOOD use of any advantages you may give her.
To Peter he added, in a lower voice, the voice in which men discuss business matters: "It was a question of the whole deal falling throughI think
she'll MAKE GOODthis fellow Barrett" Rachael began to chat with Elinor, but there was bitterness in her soul.
He'll MAKE GOOD his threat.
Few as we are, if his forces be not hundreds, we will MAKE GOOD sport with them."
If you will come with me to the office of the manager I am quite sure he will MAKE GOOD your loss."
You'll MAKE GOOD.
"He'll MAKE GOOD stuff at the trial.
I think I'll MAKE GOOD on the job, Mr.
Still, Bermuda grass will MAKE GOOD pasturage on land which is too alkaline to make other crops, and therefore is highly esteemed by some owners of
waste lands in the San Joaquin valley.
Italian rye grass and red clover will MAKE GOOD pasturage under irrigation and will make a fight with the alfalfa to the best of their ability.
I beg to inform you formally, therefore, that in this event I will MAKE GOOD everything and will in addition write off the 2,000 which I understand
he has invested in your joint venture.
Nature does not care whether the hunter slay the beast or the beast the hunter; she will MAKE GOOD compost of them both, and her ends are prospered
whichever succeeds.
I doubt if that rarefied air will MAKE GOOD red blood and plenty of it.
I beg to inform you formally, therefore, that in this event I will MAKE GOOD everything and will in addition write off the 2,000 which I understand
he has invested in your joint venture.
"An' ye'll MAKE GOOD use o' your time with the gentlefolk, Dannie?"
They will MAKE GOOD their threat unless you go.
"I believe you can aid me; but if you go to Rigby's to-night you can never do service far me; these men will MAKE GOOD their threat!"
I don't believe, myself, they are just, and I hope you will MAKE GOOD my conclusions."
"Oh, he'll MAKE GOOD!"
"You think he'll MAKE GOOD?"
"And your client will MAKE GOOD?"
His client will MAKE GOOD-- five thousand if they catch Halsey with the goods.
It may be your newly-entertained treacherous friend will tell you that he will MAKE GOOD sport with this Countrey-Bumpkin, and so to that purpose ask
him some foolish inpertinent question, which the other shall answer as ridiculously; so spinning out the time till a convenient place and a
fit opportunity serve; then shall this pretended friend seize one of you himself, and my hedge-creeper turn Hector, and lay hold on another:
and now will it be in vain for you to strive, for nothing but mony will ransom you out of their hands.
I have been with one of our Money-Masters, and told him, that such a man, whom he knew to be a good man, that is, a rich man, wanted so much Money:
this he readily consented to, and I had the Money delivered me, only giving him a Bond, whereto I have counterfeited the name of him whom I
told him was the Borrower, and my self, with one more was a witness: this have I done with two or three, who I was confident would trust me;
and with two I have pretended they would borrow of one another two hundred pound a piece, and given each of them a Counterfeit-bond; and I
cannot chuse but smile, to think in what a case they will both be when the time of payment comes, and instead of receiving, they will demand
two hundred pounds of each other: it may be, they will be so frolick as to go to law; if they do, it will MAKE GOOD sport for the Lawyers.
But I'm beginning to like the workand I'll MAKE GOOD I'll do it if only to show my father his mistake.
She will MAKE GOOD connections there, as the girls are all of the best families.
If you will MAKE GOOD our pay to us we will go along with you; if you find nothing more in it we will desire no more; but if we do convince you that
we have CHAPTER XIWARNED OF DANGER BY A COUNTRYMAN 83 --------------------------------------- 86 The Further Adventures of Robinson Crusoe
saved your lives, and the ship, and the lives of all the men in her, we will leave the rest to you."
These English pigs with their contemptible army will MAKE GOOD time to the Indian Ocean."
If still you so would do, I call you traitor, and, the grace of God, I will MAKE GOOD my words upon your body, when we have thrust the pagan from the
land and peace is within our borders once again."
But now their work is more than doubl'd; and how they will hold up their heads against the sudden aspect of these two great THE JUDGMENT OF Martin
Bucer CONCERNING DIVORCE 6 --------------------------------------- 9 THE JUDGMENT OF Martin Bucer CONCERNING DIVORCE and reverend Saints whom
they have defam'd, how they will MAKE GOOD the censuring of that, for a novelty of licence, which Bucer constantly taught to be a pure and holy
Law of Christ's Kingdom, let them advise.
If still you so would do, I call you traitor, and, the grace of God, I will MAKE GOOD my words upon your body, when we have thrust the pagan from the
land and peace is within our borders once again."
"No, I really meant it when I said it, and if I'm crowded I'll MAKE GOOD, but somehow I wish I hadn't said it.
"They will MAKE GOOD servants."
As for your religion, you are sufficiently instructed in it, by what you have learnt from your tutors, and your own study; and as to what belongs
to an upright man, I shall give you some instructions, of which I hope you will MAKE GOOD use.
Providence has bestowed it upon you, just when you are returning to that country, which will one day be your own, where you will MAKE GOOD use of
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it."
As for your religion, you are sufficiently instructed in it, by what you have learnt from your tutors, and your own study; and as to what belongs
to an upright man, I shall give you some instructions, of which I hope you will MAKE GOOD use.
Providence has bestowed it upon you, just when you are returning to that country, which will one day be your own, where you will MAKE GOOD use of
it."
) If you wish to make vinegar from whiskey, put in 4 gallons of water to 1 gallon of whiskey; and if from cider, put in one-third water, and fill
the top tub with this fluid, putting 1 pint good yeast to each barrel making; and have the holes with threads or twine so arranged that it
will run through every twelve hours; and dip or pump up with a wooden pump every night or morning, and three days will MAKE GOOD substantial
vinegar, which will keep and also improve by age.
We'll MAKE GOOD on the dot, and all you've got to do is to show us the margin.
I hope you'll MAKE GOOD use of the Bureau.
Your general now bids you farewell, with the full belief that, as in war you have been good soldiers, so in peace you will MAKE GOOD citizens; and
if, unfortunately, new war should arise in our country, "Sherman's army" will be the first to buckle on its old armor, and come forth to
defend and maintain the Government of our inheritance.
Follow me, Sancho, for the cart goes slowly, and with the mules of it I will MAKE GOOD the loss of Dapple."
Whoever burns the property of another shall no longer be regarded as a countryman, and whoever shelters him shall MAKE GOOD the damage done.
Follow me, Sancho, for the cart goes slowly, and with the mules of it I will MAKE GOOD the loss of Dapple."
Now Thomas Mowbray do I turne to thee, And marke my greeting well: for what I speake, My body shall MAKE GOOD vpon this earth, Or my diuine soule
answer it in heauen.
Now Thomas Mowbray do I turne to thee, And marke my greeting well: for what I speake, My body shall MAKE GOOD vpon this earth, Or my diuine soule
answer it in heauen.
You'll MAKE GOOD.
But it will be enough for the purposes of this general survey to deal with bilateral contracts, where there are undertakings on both sides, and
where the condition implied in favor of one party is that the other shall MAKE GOOD what he on his part has undertaken.
He vows that he will hew the high sterns of our ships in pieces, set fire to their hulls, and make havoc of the Achaeans while they are dazed and
smothered in smoke; I much fear that heaven will MAKE GOOD his boasting, and it will prove our lot to perish at Troy far from our home in Argos.
I will MAKE GOOD the deficit in my contribution.
I've decided to back you boys, and I know you'll MAKE GOOD.
I've decided to back you boys, and I know you'll MAKE GOOD.
I will MAKE GOOD the deficit in my contribution.
If you will come with me to the office of the manager I am quite sure he will MAKE GOOD your loss."
"I really believe, cousin," answered the King, "that my Lord will MAKE GOOD every thing that you have said of him."
"I really believe, cousin," answered the King, "that my Lord will MAKE GOOD every thing that you have said of him."
--My Lord Marmion,' he added, starting hastily up, and calling to him as he stood at some distance conversing with the Scottish Nigel, 'so please
you, let us have the horses;' and as the gentleman hastened to give the summons, he said, 'We shall MAKE GOOD way now.
I'll MAKE GOOD, and if you're on the track, Red, I'll show you that Garrison can ride a harder, straighter race than you or any one.
8 But God will bring untruth to nought, and will MAKE GOOD the truth by his word: for He knoweth the very secrets of the breast.
if ye fear God he will MAKE GOOD your deliverance, and will put away your sins from you, and will forgive you.
He shall MAKE GOOD his words, or eat them.
For as for him who is the Administrator of all, he will MAKE GOOD use of thee whether thou wilt or no, and make thee (as a part and member of the
whole) so to co-operate with him, that whatsoever thou doest, shall turn to the furtherance of his own counsels, and resolutions.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
He WILL MAKE GOOD, Mr.
No, this is an empty house all right, but I'll MAKE GOOD and sure for your sake, Emily.
Whoever burns the property of another shall no longer be regarded as a countryman, and whoever shelters him shall MAKE GOOD the damage done.
"That chap will MAKE GOOD, or I am greatly mistaken," he said to the Inspector as Cameron went off with the orderly to select his uniform.
I'll MAKE GOOD; you see if I don't."
And I shall MAKE GOOD--if only they will let me alone."
You earned the place all right, and I don't doubt you'll MAKE GOOD, both in a business way and a scientific way, young man.
"You'll MAKE GOOD, I know, and then it won t make any difference about the letters."
"You'll MAKE GOOD, I know, and then it won t make any difference about the letters."
When he could stop laughing, he said: "You know, Rossiter, that I am always ready to lend my books to any one who will MAKE GOOD use of them and
bring them back, but I always forget to whom I lend them.
He is mentally sluggish, indeed, who does not discover that America will MAKE GOOD with him if he makes good with her.
You earned the place all right, and I don't doubt you'll MAKE GOOD, both in a business way and a scientific way, young man.
'If you really do feel for me only half what you say, we shall--you will MAKE GOOD come of it--in some way or other.'
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
Anyway, Al, I'll MAKE GOOD the loss of your sheep."
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
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And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
"I will MAKE GOOD thy, loss," Asad ran on.
"I will MAKE GOOD thy, loss," Asad ran on.
Wickes will show you the ropes, and you will MAKE GOOD, I know.
"We'll MAKE GOOD time in this."
But I'll MAKE GOOD yet.
"We must organize these Frenchmen," he said; "they will MAKE GOOD fighters if we can once get them to act as a body.
I think, too, she will MAKE GOOD use of any advantages you may give her.
METTERNICH Sure, he did, Your gracious Highness; and he has left me here To break vast news that will MAKE GOOD his call.
He's learned the game purty well now, though, an' I reckon he'll MAKE GOOD."
He'll MAKE GOOD his threat.
TAMARISK The Caliph hopes you will MAKE GOOD use of this very slender whip for our correction.
"I shall MAKE GOOD use of it, too.
I shall MAKE GOOD--some time--somehow.
With you to protect from everything I'll MAKE GOOD.
You shall stay at the Settlement tonight, and I will MAKE GOOD my promise as to the work."
I will MAKE GOOD to thee what I have done, and strive no more; truly I have found thee to be my master."
"Nay, I counsel thee, dear sister, to stay by thy brother Giselher; and I will MAKE GOOD to thee thy husband's death."
Whatso ye lose here I will MAKE GOOD to you.
I told you that she should be slain, and now that you have refused to avenge me, I will MAKE GOOD my words by killing her with my own hand!
he will lodge a complaint and the offender will MAKE GOOD for his offence, according to what will be pronounced by twelve elected judges acting as
arbiters, And if the offender or the offended, after having been warned thrice, does not submit to the decision of the arbiters, he will be
excluded from the friendship as a wicked man and a perjuror.
I say this with all due reverence for, and faith in, the efficacy of true prayer and with full knowledge of the healing power of therapeutic faith,
but I do not believe that God, or Nature, or a master or metaphysical formulas can or will MAKE GOOD in a miraculous way for the inevitable
results of our transgressions of the natural laws that govern our being.
You shall stay at the Settlement tonight, and I will MAKE GOOD my promise as to the work."
I will MAKE GOOD to thee what I have done, and strive no more; truly I have found thee to be my master."
Whereto the king at the table answered falsely, "What lacketh to-day we will MAKE GOOD another time.
"Nay, I counsel thee, dear sister, to stay by thy brother Giselher; and I will MAKE GOOD to thee thy husband's death."
Whatso ye lose here I will MAKE GOOD to you.
I lend you my name for two weeks, and know that you will MAKE GOOD use of it.
I told you that she should be slain, and now that you have refused to avenge me, I will MAKE GOOD my words by killing her with my own hand!
I crave your indulgence for these poor fellows: they have been deceived, and knew not what they did, and I hope that you will MAKE GOOD the
forgiveness I have extended to their fault, by allowing them to go hence without molestation."
He did give me letters he hath wrote to my Lord and Moore about my Lord's money to get it paid to my cozen, which I will MAKE GOOD use of.
He did give me letters he hath wrote to my Lord and Moore about my Lord's money to get it paid to my cozen, which I will MAKE GOOD use of.
Pierce, the surgeon, that I met there, talking about my business the other day with Holmes, whom I told my mind, and did freely tell how I do
depend upon my care and diligence in my employment to bear me out against the pride of Holmes or any man else in things that are honest, and
much to that purpose which I know he will MAKE GOOD use of.
Wood by design, and got out of him to my advantage a condition which I shall MAKE GOOD use of against Sir W.
Lay long talking pleasantly with my wife, but among other things she begun, I know not whether by design or chance, to enquire what she should do
if I should by any accident die, to which I did give her some slight answer; but shall MAKE GOOD use of it to bring myself to some settlement
for her sake, by making a will as soon as I can.
Pierce, the surgeon, that I met there, talking about my business the other day with Holmes, whom I told my mind, and did freely tell how I do
depend upon my care and diligence in my employment to bear me out against the pride of Holmes or any man else in things that are honest, and
much to that purpose which I know he will MAKE GOOD use of.
Wood by design, and got out of him to my advantage a condition which I shall MAKE GOOD use of against Sir W.
Lay long talking pleasantly with my wife, but among other things she begun, I know not whether by design or chance, to enquire what she should do
if I should by any accident die, to which I did give her some slight answer; but shall MAKE GOOD use of it to bring myself to some settlement
for her sake, by making a will as soon as I can.
But I hope I shall MAKE GOOD use of it.
In which I am well informed that they are not as they should be to make them knees, and I hope shall MAKE GOOD use of it to the King's service.
But I hope I shall MAKE GOOD use of it.
In which I am well informed that they are not as they should be to make them knees, and I hope shall MAKE GOOD use of it to the King's service.
He did give me letters he hath wrote to my Lord and Moore about my Lord's money to get it paid to my cozen, which I will MAKE GOOD use of.
He did give me letters he hath wrote to my Lord and Moore about my Lord's money to get it paid to my cozen, which I will MAKE GOOD use of.
Daniel and her sister and staid and talked a little, and then I to the office, and after setting my things in order at the office I abroad with my
wife and little Betty Michell, and took them against my vowes, but I will MAKE GOOD my forfeit, to the King's house, to show them a play, "The
Chances."
Daniel and her sister and staid and talked a little, and then I to the office, and after setting my things in order at the office I abroad with my
wife and little Betty Michell, and took them against my vowes, but I will MAKE GOOD my forfeit, to the King's house, to show them a play, "The
Chances."
He did give me letters he hath wrote to my Lord and Moore about my Lord's money to get it paid to my cozen, which I will MAKE GOOD use of.
Daniel and her sister and staid and talked a little, and then I to the office, and after setting my things in order at the office I abroad with my
wife and little Betty Michell, and took them against my vowes, but I will MAKE GOOD my forfeit, to the King's house, to show them a play, "The
Chances."
Daniel and her sister and staid and talked a little, and then I to the office, and after setting my things in order at the office I abroad with my
wife and little Betty Michell, and took them against my vowes, but I will MAKE GOOD my forfeit, to the King's house, to show them a play, "The
Chances."
I seemed not to take notice of it, but parted kindly; 'su marido' did alter with me almost a my case, and there we parted, and so I home troubled
at this, but I think I shall MAKE GOOD use of it and mind my business more.
I did pacify all I could, and then away by water home, there to write letters and things for the dispatch of Balty away this day to sea; and after
dinner he did go, I having given him much good counsell; and I have great hopes that he will MAKE GOOD use of it, and be a good man, for I find
him willing to take pains and very sober.
Daniel and her sister and staid and talked a little, and then I to the office, and after setting my things in order at the office I abroad with my
wife and little Betty Michell, and took them against my vowes, but I will MAKE GOOD my forfeit, to the King's house, to show them a play, "The
Chances."
I seemed not to take notice of it, but parted kindly; 'su marido' did alter with me almost a my case, and there we parted, and so I home troubled
at this, but I think I shall MAKE GOOD use of it and mind my business more.
I did pacify all I could, and then away by water home, there to write letters and things for the dispatch of Balty away this day to sea; and after
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dinner he did go, I having given him much good counsell; and I have great hopes that he will MAKE GOOD use of it, and be a good man, for I find
him willing to take pains and very sober.
Howe come and dined with me, and staid and read in my Lord Cooke upon his chapter of perjury again, which pleased me, and so parted, and I to my
office, and there made an end of the books of Propositions, which did please me mightily to hear read, they being excellently writ and much to
the purpose, and yet so as I think I shall MAKE GOOD use of his defence of our present constitution.
Howe come and dined with me, and staid and read in my Lord Cooke upon his chapter of perjury again, which pleased me, and so parted, and I to my
office, and there made an end of the books of Propositions, which did please me mightily to hear read, they being excellently writ and much to
the purpose, and yet so as I think I shall MAKE GOOD use of his defence of our present constitution.
Pierce, the surgeon, that I met there, talking about my business the other day with Holmes, whom I told my mind, and did freely tell how I do
depend upon my care and diligence in my employment to bear me out against the pride of Holmes or any man else in things that are honest, and
much to that purpose which I know he will MAKE GOOD use of.
Wood by design, and got out of him to my advantage a condition which I shall MAKE GOOD use of against Sir W.
Lay long talking pleasantly with my wife, but among other things she begun, I know not whether by design or chance, to enquire what she should do
if I should by any accident die, to which I did give her some slight answer; but shall MAKE GOOD use of it to bring myself to some settlement
for her sake, by making a will as soon as I can.
But I hope I shall MAKE GOOD use of it.
In which I am well informed that they are not as they should be to make them knees, and I hope shall MAKE GOOD use of it to the King's service.
He did give me letters he hath wrote to my Lord and Moore about my Lord's money to get it paid to my cozen, which I will MAKE GOOD use of.
Daniel and her sister and staid and talked a little, and then I to the office, and after setting my things in order at the office I abroad with my
wife and little Betty Michell, and took them against my vowes, but I will MAKE GOOD my forfeit, to the King's house, to show them a play, "The
Chances."
I seemed not to take notice of it, but parted kindly; 'su marido' did alter with me almost a my case, and there we parted, and so I home troubled
at this, but I think I shall MAKE GOOD use of it and mind my business more.
I did pacify all I could, and then away by water home, there to write letters and things for the dispatch of Balty away this day to sea; and after
dinner he did go, I having given him much good counsell; and I have great hopes that he will MAKE GOOD use of it, and be a good man, for I find
him willing to take pains and very sober.
Howe come and dined with me, and staid and read in my Lord Cooke upon his chapter of perjury again, which pleased me, and so parted, and I to my
office, and there made an end of the books of Propositions, which did please me mightily to hear read, they being excellently writ and much to
the purpose, and yet so as I think I shall MAKE GOOD use of his defence of our present constitution.
His skin, properly cured, will MAKE GOOD door-mats, boots, saddle-cloths, stock-whips, gaiters, and numberless other useful articles.
"If you feel that way about it, you'll MAKE GOOD.
You may put "is" or "are" between names of two THINGS (for example, "some Pigs are fat Animals"), or between the names of two ATTRIBUTES (for
example, "pink is light-red"), and in each case it will MAKE GOOD sense.
I had some porcupine and a few partridges yet, as I would try and save some ahead for my way out, and the bones of the porcupine I carried with me;
for I didn't throw the bones away, as it will MAKE GOOD broth if I get out of grub and don't get more game.
John Wilkes, in a letter to his daughter in 1781, seems to imply that he had not turned out very well, and hopes that the baron's second son will
MAKE GOOD the deficiencies of the first.
Nature does not care whether the hunter slay the beast or the beast the hunter; she will MAKE GOOD compost of them both, and her ends are prospered
whichever succeeds.
I doubt if that rarefied air will MAKE GOOD red blood and plenty of it.
[298] Mindoro is at present [1890] so depopulated that the minister of the Colonies, in order to remedy this result of Spanish colonization, wishes
to send there the worst desperadoes of the peninsula, to see if great criminals will MAKE GOOD colonists and farmers.
Till then I shall MAKE GOOD the trust reposed in me.
John Wilkes, in a letter to his daughter in 1781, seems to imply that he had not turned out very well, and hopes that the baron's second son will
MAKE GOOD the deficiencies of the first.
Nature does not care whether the hunter slay the beast or the beast the hunter; she will MAKE GOOD compost of them both, and her ends are prospered
whichever succeeds.
I doubt if that rarefied air will MAKE GOOD red blood and plenty of it.
[298] Mindoro is at present [1890] so depopulated that the minister of the Colonies, in order to remedy this result of Spanish colonization, wishes
to send there the worst desperadoes of the peninsula, to see if great criminals will MAKE GOOD colonists and farmers.
I beg to inform you formally, therefore, that in this event I will MAKE GOOD everything and will in addition write off the 2,000 which I understand
he has invested in your joint venture.
Till then I shall MAKE GOOD the trust reposed in me.
I beg to inform you formally, therefore, that in this event I will MAKE GOOD everything and will in addition write off the 2,000 which I understand
he has invested in your joint venture.
As to what belongs to an honest man, I shall give you some instructions, of which I hope you will MAKE GOOD use; and as it is a necessary thing to
know one's self, and you cannot come to that knowledge unless you first understand who I am, I shall now tell you.
As for your religion, you are sufficiently instructed in it, by what you have learnt from your tutors, and your own study; and as to what belongs
to an upright man, I shall give you some instructions, of which I hope you will MAKE GOOD use.
Providence has bestowed it upon you, just when you are returning to that country, which will one day be your own, where you will MAKE GOOD use of
it."
As for your religion, you are sufficiently instructed in it, by what you have learnt from your tutors, and your own study; and as to what belongs
to an upright man, I shall give you some instructions, of which I hope you will MAKE GOOD use.
Providence has bestowed it upon you, just when you are returning to that country, which will one day be your own, where you will MAKE GOOD use of
it."
Indeed, on the bare ground of expediency it is best to do so; for then, if misfortune happens, trade goes bad, or your vessel is cast away, they
will MAKE GOOD allowance for you, knowing that you are a loser as well as they, and that at all times you have thought as much of them as of
yourself.
I am sure I don't see why you should take such a course; but, as you say, they are two bright girls and will MAKE GOOD teachers, which are much
needed."
"Well, he said he was a fixture on the coast until he found the man who came so near killing him," Frank said, in a moment, "and I hope he'll MAKE
GOOD."
Still, Bermuda grass will MAKE GOOD pasturage on land which is too alkaline to make other crops, and therefore is highly esteemed by some owners of
waste lands in the San Joaquin valley.
Italian rye grass and red clover will MAKE GOOD pasturage under irrigation and will make a fight with the alfalfa to the best of their ability.
"You will MAKE GOOD," said Ruth.
"And your client will MAKE GOOD?"
His client will MAKE GOOD-- five thousand if they catch Halsey with the goods.
"No, I really meant it when I said it, and if I'm crowded I'll MAKE GOOD, but somehow I wish I hadn't said it.
I think, however, that Mac will MAKE GOOD.
"But I'll MAKE GOOD!"
They will MAKE GOOD their threat unless you go.
"I believe you can aid me; but if you go to Rigby's to-night you can never do service far me; these men will MAKE GOOD their threat!"
I don't believe, myself, they are just, and I hope you will MAKE GOOD my conclusions."
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) If you wish to make vinegar from whiskey, put in 4 gallons of water to 1 gallon of whiskey; and if from cider, put in one-third water, and fill
the top tub with this fluid, putting 1 pint good yeast to each barrel making; and have the holes with threads or twine so arranged that it
will run through every twelve hours; and dip or pump up with a wooden pump every night or morning, and three days will MAKE GOOD substantial
vinegar, which will keep and also improve by age.
But you will MAKE GOOD passage enough down to the Nore once you are fairly round the Whittaker."
"We'll MAKE GOOD, all right," McWade asserted.
"They will MAKE GOOD servants."
To prevent which there must be added to the first system or organic powers a second one, which shall MAKE GOOD the losses sustained, and sustain the
decay by a chain of new creations ready to take the place of those that have gone.
Whoever burns the property of another shall no longer be regarded as a countryman, and whoever shelters him shall MAKE GOOD the damage done.
To prevent which there must be added to the first system or organic powers a second one, which shall MAKE GOOD the losses sustained, and sustain the
decay by a chain of new creations ready to take the place of those that have gone.
"I'm the sucker, but I'll MAKE GOOD.
You'll be caught between sharp teeth--nice, red, sharp, bloody teeth; and you'll MAKE GOOD steak-better than your best olio."
You'll be caught between sharp teeth--nice, red, sharp, bloody teeth; and you'll MAKE GOOD steak-better than your best olio."
You'll be caught between sharp teeth--nice, red, sharp, bloody teeth; and you'll MAKE GOOD steak-better than your best olio."
I hope you'll MAKE GOOD use of the Bureau.
To Peter he added, in a lower voice, the voice in which men discuss business matters: "It was a question of the whole deal falling through--I think
she'll MAKE GOOD--this fellow Barrett--" Rachael began to chat with Elinor, but there was bitterness in her soul.
The manure worm, the marsh worm, and a worm found at the root of the sweet flag, all MAKE GOOD bait; but the best of all is the night-crawling earthworm.
"You will MAKE GOOD, Harry, I am certain of that.
He led his class in high school, and he'll MAKE GOOD in college, I'm sure.
That therefore which I have said I will MAKE GOOD, whether they hear or forbear.
Their best way would be to assure themselves of their own election, by using the means, and walking in the ways of God's appointment, as laid down
in the word, and then they will find that God cannot deny himself, but will MAKE GOOD to them every promise therein; and thus, by scripture
evidence, they will find that they are elected unto life, and will be thankful and humble.
That therefore which I have said I will MAKE GOOD, whether they hear or forbear.
That therefore which I have said I will MAKE GOOD, whether they hear or forbear.
Their best way would be to assure themselves of their own election, by using the means, and walking in the ways of God's appointment, as laid down
in the word, and then they will find that God cannot deny himself, but will MAKE GOOD to them every promise therein; and thus, by scripture
evidence, they will find that they are elected unto life, and will be thankful and humble.
That therefore which I have said I will MAKE GOOD, whether they hear or forbear.
Few as we are, if his forces be not hundreds, we will MAKE GOOD sport with them."
Few as we are, if his forces be not hundreds, we will MAKE GOOD sport with them."
Few as we are, if his forces be not hundreds, we will MAKE GOOD sport with them."
Few as we are, if his forces be not hundreds, we will MAKE GOOD sport with them."
However, what's done, is done, and I hope she will MAKE GOOD use of it.
He was," admitted the willowy girl regretfully, "a good bit tanked at the time, but I guess he'll MAKE GOOD."
"I'll MAKE GOOD, as they say up heah.
"As for men," said Claverhouse, "I will leave you a dozen or twenty fellows who will MAKE GOOD a breach against the devil.
"As for men," said Claverhouse, "I will leave you a dozen or twenty fellows who will MAKE GOOD a breach against the devil.
But I'm beginning to like the work--and I'll MAKE GOOD-- I'll do it if only to show my father his mistake.
"I'll forgive you, Daisy," he said, "if you'll MAKE GOOD.
But you will MAKE GOOD your wager?"
"Oh, he'll MAKE GOOD!"
"You think he'll MAKE GOOD?"
I hope you will MAKE GOOD.
A dressing of wood ashes, however, will MAKE GOOD the loss.
The danger's like: for what they can contrive, They will MAKE GOOD.
No others will MAKE GOOD jelly.
"I'll MAKE GOOD your losses," Emerson volunteered, quickly, realizing that other ears were open.
Blondet is the traitor, and in this case bad debts will MAKE GOOD friends, for I will point him out to the duke in a friendly manner as the murderer
of Vicomte de Langeac.
"D'ye reckon he'll MAKE GOOD corralin' all the money there is in the world?"
Woman's place, continued Miss Turner, was the home, and she hoped they would all MAKE GOOD wives.
Woman's place, continued Miss Turner, was the home, and she hoped they would all MAKE GOOD wives.
Woman's place, continued Miss Turner, was the home, and she hoped they would all MAKE GOOD wives.
But you will MAKE GOOD passage enough down to the Nore once you are fairly round the Whittaker."
--I will MAKE GOOD the evil I have done; aye, an hundredfold.
--I will MAKE GOOD the evil I have done; aye, an hundredfold.
"And we'll MAKE GOOD use of em," gasped the Parson, and raced up the ladder.
You'll soon get so that you can and will MAKE GOOD stories out of your own calamaties."
The open heath, shaded forest, hills and dales, all MAKE GOOD grounds.
Now, do you still maintain that you will MAKE GOOD that rash vow?"
So, it is up to me to MAKE GOOD--" "You--you will MAKE GOOD, Hicks," quavered Theophilus, whose faith in the shadow-like youth was prodigious.
I hope he will MAKE GOOD use of my money."
So unexpected and startling was the shock that the reporter sprang from the car and in his nervous annoyance at once vented the hasty conclusion at
which he arrived in the words: "I see; this is a trap, and you are a modern highwayman whose stunt will MAKE GOOD Sunday reading in cold print."
I threw the little chaps back, on the principle that-- Baby fish you throw away Will MAKE GOOD sport another day, and at last began to think I had
caught nearly enough, even though I intended to salt some.
By turning them upside down they will MAKE GOOD troughs, and it won't freeze.
He merely fills his part till in the last scene he assures Luciana that he will MAKE GOOD his earlier protestations of love; but so far as he has any
character at all, or distinctive individuality, he is young Shakespeare himself and his experiences are Shakespeare's.
The poor devils there now will MAKE GOOD use of the relief.
Then I perceive ye will MAKE GOOD cheer.
We will MAKE GOOD our right to love by strife in arms.
--I will MAKE GOOD the evil I have done; aye, an hundredfold.
But you will MAKE GOOD passage enough down to the Nore once you are fairly round the Whittaker."
--I will MAKE GOOD the evil I have done; aye, an hundredfold.
"And we'll MAKE GOOD use of em," gasped the Parson, and raced up the ladder.
You'll soon get so that you can and will MAKE GOOD stories out of your own calamaties."
The open heath, shaded forest, hills and dales, all MAKE GOOD grounds.
Now, do you still maintain that you will MAKE GOOD that rash vow?"
So, it is up to me to MAKE GOOD--" "You--you will MAKE GOOD, Hicks," quavered Theophilus, whose faith in the shadow-like youth was prodigious.
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I hope he will MAKE GOOD use of my money."
So unexpected and startling was the shock that the reporter sprang from the car and in his nervous annoyance at once vented the hasty conclusion at
which he arrived in the words: "I see; this is a trap, and you are a modern highwayman whose stunt will MAKE GOOD Sunday reading in cold print."
I threw the little chaps back, on the principle that-- Baby fish you throw away Will MAKE GOOD sport another day, and at last began to think I had
caught nearly enough, even though I intended to salt some.
By turning them upside down they will MAKE GOOD troughs, and it won't freeze.
He merely fills his part till in the last scene he assures Luciana that he will MAKE GOOD his earlier protestations of love; but so far as he has any
character at all, or distinctive individuality, he is young Shakespeare himself and his experiences are Shakespeare's.
The poor devils there now will MAKE GOOD use of the relief.
Then I perceive ye will MAKE GOOD cheer.
We will MAKE GOOD our right to love by strife in arms.
You so marshal our soldiers, and I will MAKE GOOD the retreat.
You so marshal our soldiers, and I will MAKE GOOD the retreat.
You so marshal our soldiers, and I will MAKE GOOD the retreat.
You so marshal our soldiers, and I will MAKE GOOD the retreat.
"I have a list of fifty men, all active and hearty fellows, who will MAKE GOOD soldiers," the mayor said.
It should be stirred frequently, and if the ingredients are put together in warm weather, and the barrel stands where it can be exposed to the heat
of the sun, without danger of getting rain in it, it will be fit for use in a few weeks without the aid of fire, if you wish to make soap
immediately put three pounds of potash, four of grease, and about ten gallons of water in a large iron pot, boil it over the fire, and it will
MAKE GOOD thick soap in a few hours, it need only boil long enough to dissolve the potash, which is sometimes in very hard lumps.
"Although intemperate drinking has long been unknown among us, as well as all other gross imperfections of character, we still MAKE GOOD wine, and no
more danger is felt in drinking it than in using milk.
If a fire breaking out light upon thorns, and catch stacks of corn, or corn standing in the fields, he that kindled the fire shall MAKE GOOD the
loss.
And he shall MAKE GOOD the damage itself which he hath done, and shall add the fifth part besides, delivering it to the priest, who shall pray for
him, offering the ram: and it shall be forgiven him.
All men in their own capacity are liable to lies and errors: nevertheless God, who is the truth, will MAKE GOOD his promise of keeping his church in
all truth.
If a fire breaking out light upon thorns, and catch stacks of corn, or corn standing in the fields, he that kindled the fire shall MAKE GOOD the
loss.
And he shall MAKE GOOD the damage itself which he hath done, and shall add the fifth part besides, delivering it to the priest, who shall pray for
him, offering the ram: and it shall be forgiven him.
All men in their own capacity are liable to lies and errors: nevertheless God, who is the truth, will MAKE GOOD his promise of keeping his church in
all truth.
His mother never has believed he did anything wrong, and the hope of the old man's life is that his 'Danny,' as he calls him, will MAKE GOOD in some
way--do something to wipe out the stain on his name and come back to him."
I expect therefore you will MAKE GOOD what the public is answerable for, and proceed to such farther methods for paying our debts, as shall be both
honourable and proper, and best adapted to our circumstances.
However, three nights from this will tell the whole story, and if you all MAKE GOOD your escape, you may take my word for it, I'll make a clane
breast of it to him and ask his pardon into the bargain.
"Perhaps he will MAKE GOOD with his work."
"Well, give him to me, father," the girl had pleaded; "I am certain that he'll MAKE GOOD some day; you'll see that he'll pay you for keeping your
word."
I'll MAKE GOOD figures of you, my fat boys and galls, I know.
I'll MAKE GOOD figures of you, my fat boys and galls, I know.
Wade, and our letters will MAKE GOOD entering wedges; but the living tongue will do more than the pen."
The physician on his knees, and bound, said to the king: "At least let me put my affairs in order, and leave my books to persons who will MAKE GOOD
use of them.
This treasure comes just at the right time, when you are about to return to your own country, where you will MAKE GOOD use of it."
"I hope, sir, ye will MAKE GOOD your plans for Freckles, though I'd as soon see ony born child o' my ain taken from our home.
"I suppose it would all MAKE GOOD advertising copy?"
"I suppose it would all MAKE GOOD advertising copy?"
From the assurance of Professor Challenger's manner--and in spite of the continued scepticism of Professor Summerlee--I have no doubt that our
leader will MAKE GOOD his statement, and that we are really on the eve of some most remarkable experiences.
Now, Thomas Mowbray, do I turn to thee, And mark my greeting well; for what I speak My body shall MAKE GOOD upon this earth, Or my divine soul answer
it in heaven- Thou art a traitor and a miscreant, Too good to be so, and too bad to live, Since the more fair and crystal is the sky, The
uglier seem the clouds that in it fly.
_The Outlet, A Texas Matchmaker, Cattle Brands_, and _Reed Anthony, Cowman_ all MAKE GOOD reading.
Them young gells are like the unripe grain; they'll MAKE GOOD meal by and by, but they're squashy as yet.
You're assuming that your Erik will MAKE GOOD.
He'll MAKE GOOD somehow if you let him help in the job.'
He'll MAKE GOOD somehow if you let him help in the job.'
"I will let you have the money with the greatest pleasure, for I know you will MAKE GOOD use of it."
If you will MAKE GOOD our pay to us we will go along with you; if you find nothing more in it we will desire no more; but if we do convince you that
we have saved your lives, and the ship, and the lives of all the men in her, we will leave the rest to you."
My dear old nurse, and you know there is nothing a man can say nearer his heart except his mother or his wife - my dear old nurse, God will MAKE GOOD
to you all the good that you have done, and mercifully forgive you all the evil.
Let not the law of thy country be the <i>non ultra</i> of thy honesty, nor think that always good enough that the law will MAKE GOOD.
I promised to return in a year, and I'll MAKE GOOD to the hour.
But, master, you have by your former civility made me hope that you will MAKE GOOD your promise, and say something of the several rivers that be of
most note in this nation; and also of fish-ponds, and the ordering of them: and do it I pray, good master; for I love any discourse of rivers,
and fish and fishing; the time spent in such discourse passes away very pleasantly The FIFTH day-continued Of Rivers, and some Observations of
Fish Chapter XIX Piscator WELL, scholar, since the ways and weather do both favour us, and that we yet see not 'Tottenham-Cross, you shall see
my willingness to satisfy your desire.
"I'm not sure you girls will MAKE GOOD detectives," remarked the Wizard; "but I'll go with you, to protect you from harm and to give you my advice.
"I'm not sure you girls will MAKE GOOD detectives," remarked the Wizard, "but I'll go with you to protect you from harm and to give you my advice.
Now, Thomas Mowbray, do I turn to thee, And mark my greeting well; for what I speak My body shall MAKE GOOD upon this earth, Or my divine soul answer
it in heaven- Thou art a traitor and a miscreant, Too good to be so, and too bad to live, Since the more fair and crystal is the sky, The
uglier seem the clouds that in it fly.
Then at seventy I'll take flutters at roulette; While at eighty hope I'll MAKE GOOD at poker yet; And in fashionable togs to the races go, Gayest of
the gay old dogs, ninety years or so.
We shall MAKE GOOD our title.
We shall MAKE GOOD our title.
We shall MAKE GOOD our title.
Giving her pledges, he swears to her that he will always live on peaceful terms with her, and will MAKE GOOD to her all the loss which she can prove,
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and will build up again the houses which he had destroyed.
No beneficence, benevolence, or other virtuous contribution will MAKE GOOD the want.
I will MAKE GOOD."
"And I promise you, Miss Morse, that I will MAKE GOOD.
A Friend who hopes that for his sister's sake, if for no one else's, he will MAKE GOOD use of his liberty.'
She will MAKE GOOD connections there, as the girls are all of the best families.
I will MAKE GOOD."
"And I promise you, Miss Morse, that I will MAKE GOOD.
If a fire breaking out light upon thorns, and catch stacks of corn, or corn standing in the fields, he that kindled the fire shall MAKE GOOD the
loss.
And he shall MAKE GOOD the damage itself which he hath done, and shall add the fifth part besides, delivering it to the priest, who shall pray for
him, offering the ram: and it shall be forgiven him.
All men in their own capacity are liable to lies and errors: nevertheless God, who is the truth, will MAKE GOOD his promise of keeping his church in
all truth.
"And I'm confident that it will MAKE GOOD," said the young inventor to his chum, as they paced the deck of the vessel.
Sir, said he, yet can I excuse me both with my word and with my hands, that I will MAKE GOOD upon one of the best of them, my body to his body.
And now I have proved you, madam, with a shameful deed; and that they be all false, or some of them, I will MAKE GOOD, for a wounded knight this
night hath lain by you.
Sir, said he, yet can I excuse me both with my word and with my hands, that I will MAKE GOOD upon one of the best of them, my body to his body.
And now I have proved you, madam, with a shameful deed; and that they be all false, or some of them, I will MAKE GOOD, for a wounded knight this
night hath lain by you.
Then when the ten knights heard Sir Meliagrance's words, they spake all in one voice and said to Sir Meliagrance: Thou sayest falsely, and
wrongfully puttest upon us such a deed, and that we will MAKE GOOD any of us; choose which thou list of us when we are whole of our wounds.
For I dare say, said Sir Gawaine, my lady, your queen, is to you both good and true; and as for Sir Launcelot, said Sir Gawaine, I dare say he will
make it good upon any knight living that will put upon himself villainy or shame, and in like wise he will MAKE GOOD for my lady, Dame Guenever.
Now, Thomas Mowbray, do I turn to thee, And mark my greeting well; for what I speak My body shall MAKE GOOD upon this earth, Or my divine soul answer
it in heaven.
Thus do'st thou still MAKE GOOD the tongue o'th world.
All men in their own capacity are liable to lies and errors: nevertheless God, who is the truth, will MAKE GOOD his promise of keeping his church in
all truth.
There was silence for a moment in the room; then Burton again, hoarse-voiced: "Isaac, I'll MAKE GOOD to you some other way.
"Give me the arrows, Prince," the girl said, bravely, "and I will MAKE GOOD my words."
"Give me the arrows, Prince," the girl said, bravely, "and I will MAKE GOOD my words."
Then, at a chosen time, this vaunted one shall attend before us here, and I having disclosed the substance of a theme, he shall MAKE GOOD the claim.
These English pigs with their contemptible army will MAKE GOOD time to the Indian Ocean."
These English pigs with their contemptible army will MAKE GOOD time to the Indian Ocean."
I remember saying to him then, "With your enthusiasm and the sparkle which you have in your eyes I am sure you will MAKE GOOD."
Oh, I guess you'll MAKE GOOD in the calcium, all right, with plenty of powder and paint on and the orchestra playing "Under the Old Apple Tree."
If a fire breaking out light upon thorns, and catch stacks of corn, or corn standing in the fields, he that kindled the fire shall MAKE GOOD the
loss.
And he shall MAKE GOOD the damage itself which he hath done, and shall add the fifth part besides, delivering it to the priest, who shall pray for
him, offering the ram: and it shall be forgiven him.
Now, Thomas Mowbray, do I turn to thee, And mark my greeting well; for what I speak My body shall MAKE GOOD upon this earth, Or my divine soul answer
it in heaven- Thou art a traitor and a miscreant, Too good to be so, and too bad to live, Since the more fair and crystal is the sky, The
uglier seem the clouds that in it fly.
Well, prithee make all the hate thou canst, For there be certain English gentlemen Are bound for Venice, and my happily want, And if that you
should linger by the way: But in hope that you'll MAKE GOOD speed, There's two Angels to buy you spurs and wands.
Of course you'll MAKE GOOD.
"You bet I'll MAKE GOOD," she resolved.
"You bet I'll MAKE GOOD," she resolved.
"Your berth will MAKE GOOD firing.
He shall MAKE GOOD use of his interest at the Admiralty--you may rely on that.
"Even if it is only eighty acres, it will MAKE GOOD pasture, and--it will help some, won't it?"
"You WILL MAKE GOOD your promises?"
"And no mother," he shouted, "can call ME a 'fortune-hunter' and a 'cradle-robber' and think I'll MAKE GOOD by marrying her daughter!
He who encroaches on his neighbour's land, and transgresses his boundaries, shall MAKE GOOD the damage, and, to cure him of his impudence and also of
his meanness, he shall pay a double penalty to the injured party.
, the wardens shall MAKE GOOD the loss; and if the servant refuses to be judged by the wardens, he shall be taken before the mayor and aldermen.
You'll MAKE GOOD, all right--if only these creeks wasn't so bone dry!"
--I think, sir, and will MAKE GOOD against any man, that Mr.
Follow me, Sancho, for the cart goes slowly, and with the mules of it I will MAKE GOOD the loss of Dapple."
Now Thomas Mowbray do I turne to thee, And marke my greeting well: for what I speake, My body shall MAKE GOOD vpon this earth, Or my diuine soule
answer it in heauen.
If a fire breaking out light upon thorns, and catch stacks of corn, or corn standing in the fields, he that kindled the fire shall MAKE GOOD the
loss.
And he shall MAKE GOOD the damage itself which he hath done, and shall add the fifth part besides, delivering it to the priest, who shall pray for
him, offering the ram: and it shall be forgiven him.
All men in their own capacity are liable to lies and errors: nevertheless God, who is the truth, will MAKE GOOD his promise of keeping his church in
all truth.
"And I'm confident that it will MAKE GOOD," said the young inventor to his chum, as they paced the deck of the vessel.
Follow me, Sancho, for the cart goes slowly, and with the mules of it I will MAKE GOOD the loss of Dapple."
"Who should it be," said Sancho, "but Don Quixote of La Mancha himself, who will MAKE GOOD all he has said and all he will say; for pledges don't
trouble a good payer."
If a fire breaking out light upon thorns, and catch stacks of corn, or corn standing in the fields, he that kindled the fire shall MAKE GOOD the
loss.
And he shall MAKE GOOD the damage itself which he hath done, and shall add the fifth part besides, delivering it to the priest, who shall pray for
him, offering the ram: and it shall be forgiven him.
Sir, said he, yet can I excuse me both with my word and with my hands, that I will MAKE GOOD upon one of the best of them, my body to his body.
And now I have proved you, madam, with a shameful deed; and that they be all false, or some of them, I will MAKE GOOD, for a wounded knight this
night hath lain by you.
Sir, said he, yet can I excuse me both with my word and with my hands, that I will MAKE GOOD upon one of the best of them, my body to his body.
And now I have proved you, madam, with a shameful deed; and that they be all false, or some of them, I will MAKE GOOD, for a wounded knight this
night hath lain by you.
Then when the ten knights heard Sir Meliagrance's words, they spake all in one voice and said to Sir Meliagrance: Thou sayest falsely, and
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wrongfully puttest upon us such a deed, and that we will MAKE GOOD any of us; choose which thou list of us when we are whole of our wounds.
For I dare say, said Sir Gawaine, my lady, your queen, is to you both good and true; and as for Sir Launcelot, said Sir Gawaine, I dare say he will
make it good upon any knight living that will put upon himself villainy or shame, and in like wise he will MAKE GOOD for my lady, Dame Guenever.
Now, Thomas Mowbray, do I turn to thee, And mark my greeting well; for what I speak My body shall MAKE GOOD upon this earth, Or my divine soul answer
it in heaven.
Thus do'st thou still MAKE GOOD the tongue o'th world.
All men in their own capacity are liable to lies and errors: nevertheless God, who is the truth, will MAKE GOOD his promise of keeping his church in
all truth.
"I really believe, cousin," answered the King, "that my Lord will MAKE GOOD every thing that you have said of him."
There was silence for a moment in the room; then Burton again, hoarse-voiced: "Isaac, I'll MAKE GOOD to you some other way.
As for your religion, you are sufficiently instructed in it, by what you have learnt from your tutors, and your own study; and as to what belongs
to an upright man, I shall give you some instructions, of which I hope you will MAKE GOOD use.
Providence has bestowed it upon you, just when you are returning to that country, which will one day be your own, where you will MAKE GOOD use of
it."
Bernardo saide, Be it a bargaine, am the man that will MAKE GOOD my five thousand Duckets; and albeit the other Merchants then present, earnestly
laboured to breake the wager, knowing great harme must needs ensue thereon: yet both the parties were so hot and fiery, as all the other men
spake to no effect, but writings was made, sealed, and delivered under either of their hands, Bernardo remaining at Paris, and Ambroginolo
departing for Geneway.
Sir Domine heere and we, will MAKE GOOD cheare with it among our selves.
She could still MAKE GOOD her escape, she reasoned; she had an eight-yard start.
The peasant, as a rule, wants a wife who will bear him children, a housewife who will MAKE GOOD soup and take it out to him in the fields, who will
spin and make his shirts and mend his clothes.
"You bet I'll MAKE GOOD," she resolved.
I think, too, she will MAKE GOOD use of any advantages you may give her.
METTERNICH Sure, he did, Your gracious Highness; and he has left me here To break vast news that will MAKE GOOD his call.
If He makes evil things, who shall MAKE GOOD things?
If you say that Hercules belonged to you, by all means we will MAKE GOOD your loss: we have metals at hand, and there is no lack of stone; nay, we
have several varieties of marble, and a host of artisans.
For put the case that of a number of lewd Priscillianists, some woman should cast her eye upon a catholic Joseph, and promise him that she will
betray their hidden retreats if she obtain from him that he lie with her, and it be certain that if he consent unto her she will MAKE GOOD her
promise: shall we judge that it ought to be done?
"You'll MAKE GOOD, I know, and then it won t make any difference about the letters."
117} HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY DECEMBER 29, 1780 Resolved: That over and above the reward of One Hundred pounds offered by his Majesty's Proclamation for
the taking or killing the rebellious Negro called Three-fingered Jack, the further reward of Freedom shall be given to any slave that shall
take or kill the said Three-fingered Jack; and that the House will MAKE GOOD the value of such slave to the proprietor thereof.
THE BEST OF THE REST: (Onceyou have a good background, from the previous five books, you will find the following all MAKE GOOD reference books, worth
having on your shelf.
The herdsman alone shall MAKE GOOD (the loss of a beast) strayed, destroyed by worms, killed by dogs or (by falling) into a pit, if he did not duly
exert himself (to prevent it).
He shall MAKE GOOD their value to the owner of those animals.
And all such offenders (shall MAKE GOOD) to the owners (of the trees or plants cut down by them) the revenue which they yield.
He who steals anything not mentioned above, (shall MAKE GOOD) its value (to the owner).
And he shall MAKE GOOD to the owner the value of the cattle that has perished.
If a merchant entrust money to an agent (broker) for some investment, and the broker suffer a loss in the place to which he goes, he shall MAKE GOOD
the capital to the merchant.
If a herdsman, to whom cattle or sheep have been entrusted for watching over, and who has received his wages as agreed upon, and is satisfied,
diminish the number of the cattle or sheep, or make the increase by birth less, he shall MAKE GOOD the increase or profit which was lost in the
terms of settlement.
"And he shall MAKE GOOD unto the priest the holy thing."
He vows that he will hew the high sterns of our ships in pieces, set fire to their hulls, and make havoc of the Achaeans while they are dazed and
smothered in smoke; I much fear that heaven will MAKE GOOD his boasting, and it will prove our lot to perish at Troy far from our home in Argos.
By the body of a hen, we shall MAKE GOOD cheer, and be as merry as crickets.
"The Watch will MAKE GOOD for them."
"Give me the arrows, Prince," the girl said, bravely, "and I will MAKE GOOD my words."
We'll MAKE GOOD time after that, straight up to the Twins.
He vows that he will hew the high sterns of our ships in pieces, set fire to their hulls, and make havoc of the Achaeans while they are dazed and
smothered in smoke; I much fear that heaven will MAKE GOOD his boasting, and it will prove our lot to perish at Troy far from our home in Argos.
"Give me the arrows, Prince," the girl said, bravely, "and I will MAKE GOOD my words."
#147As yet,#148 said he, #147there is no one on our traces, we shall MAKE GOOD our escape to the mountains.
They'll MAKE GOOD bedfellows."
Few as we are, if his forces be not hundreds, we will MAKE GOOD sport with them."
Now, Thomas Mowbray, do I turn to thee, And mark my greeting well; for what I speak My body shall MAKE GOOD upon this earth, Or my divine soul answer
it in heaven.
Then, at a chosen time, this vaunted one shall attend before us here, and I having disclosed the substance of a theme, he shall MAKE GOOD the claim.
8 But God will bring untruth to nought, and will MAKE GOOD the truth by his word: for He knoweth the very secrets of the breast.
if ye fear God he will MAKE GOOD your deliverance, and will put away your sins from you, and will forgive you.
'If you really do feel for me only half what you say, we shall--you will MAKE GOOD come of it--in some way or other.'
The Windows machines will MAKE GOOD use of this information.
Will MAKE GOOD press, too.
The Windows machines will MAKE GOOD use of this information.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
I say this with all due reverence for, and faith in, the efficacy of true prayer and with full knowledge of the healing power of therapeutic faith,
but I do not believe that God, or Nature, or a master or metaphysical formulas can or will MAKE GOOD in a miraculous way for the inevitable
results of our transgressions of the natural laws that govern our being.
I told you that she should be slain, and now that you have refused to avenge me, I will MAKE GOOD my words by killing her with my own hand!
I told you that she should be slain, and now that you have refused to avenge me, I will MAKE GOOD my words by killing her with my own hand!
Figure 1-1 #32The Multimedia Authoring Process ------------------------------------------- For instance, a television station that creates complex
documentaries, an advertising agency that produces advertisements for television, and a software production house that specializes in
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interactive games for the web could all MAKE GOOD use of a database management system for collecting and organizing the multimedia data.
I crave your indulgence for these poor fellows: they have been deceived, and knew not what they did, and I hope that you will MAKE GOOD the
forgiveness I have extended to their fault, by allowing them to go hence without molestation."
"I know it ain't much, but I'll MAKE GOOD later."
If you will MAKE GOOD our pay to us we will go along with you; if you find nothing more in it we will desire no more; but if we do convince you that
we have saved your lives, and the ship, and the lives of all the men in her, we will leave the rest to you."
The Windows machines will MAKE GOOD use of this information.
We will MAKE GOOD the deficiency.
and Gurudev said, Ah, forget it, somehow we will MAKE GOOD the amount that he has stolen, forget it!
"Tanus is here," I whispered, "the day after tomorrow I will MAKE GOOD my promise to you."
He did give me letters he hath wrote to my Lord and Moore about my Lord's money to get it paid to my cozen, which I will MAKE GOOD use of.
Daniel and her sister and staid and talked a little, and then I to the office, and after setting my things in order at the office I abroad with my
wife and little Betty Michell, and took them against my vowes, but I will MAKE GOOD my forfeit, to the King's house, to show them a play, "The
Chances."
"Tanus is here," I whispered, "the day after tomorrow I will MAKE GOOD my promise to you."
Pierce, the surgeon, that I met there, talking about my business the other day with Holmes, whom I told my mind, and did freely tell how I do
depend upon my care and diligence in my employment to bear me out against the pride of Holmes or any man else in things that are honest, and
much to that purpose which I know he will MAKE GOOD use of.
Wood by design, and got out of him to my advantage a condition which I shall MAKE GOOD use of against Sir W.
Lay long talking pleasantly with my wife, but among other things she begun, I know not whether by design or chance, to enquire what she should do
if I should by any accident die, to which I did give her some slight answer; but shall MAKE GOOD use of it to bring myself to some settlement
for her sake, by making a will as soon as I can.
But I hope I shall MAKE GOOD use of it.
In which I am well informed that they are not as they should be to make them knees, and I hope shall MAKE GOOD use of it to the King's service.
He did give me letters he hath wrote to my Lord and Moore about my Lord's money to get it paid to my cozen, which I will MAKE GOOD use of.
Daniel and her sister and staid and talked a little, and then I to the office, and after setting my things in order at the office I abroad with my
wife and little Betty Michell, and took them against my vowes, but I will MAKE GOOD my forfeit, to the King's house, to show them a play, "The
Chances."
I seemed not to take notice of it, but parted kindly; 'su marido' did alter with me almost a my case, and there we parted, and so I home troubled
at this, but I think I shall MAKE GOOD use of it and mind my business more.
I did pacify all I could, and then away by water home, there to write letters and things for the dispatch of Balty away this day to sea; and after
dinner he did go, I having given him much good counsell; and I have great hopes that he will MAKE GOOD use of it, and be a good man, for I find
him willing to take pains and very sober.
Howe come and dined with me, and staid and read in my Lord Cooke upon his chapter of perjury again, which pleased me, and so parted, and I to my
office, and there made an end of the books of Propositions, which did please me mightily to hear read, they being excellently writ and much to
the purpose, and yet so as I think I shall MAKE GOOD use of his defence of our present constitution.
Draw upon the accounts of previous births This bank will not give loans to all and sundry; its help is only for those who are credit-worthy, who
have impressed by their industry and integrity that they will MAKE GOOD use of the money and keep their word.
These English pigs with their contemptible army will MAKE GOOD time to the Indian Ocean."
From the assurance of Professor Challenger's manner -- and in spite of the continued scepticism of Professor Summerlee -- I have no doubt that our
leader will MAKE GOOD his statement, and that we are really on the eve of some most remarkable experiences.
I have no doubt it will MAKE GOOD use of them.
I remember saying to him then, "With your enthusiasm and the sparkle which you have in your eyes I am sure you will MAKE GOOD."
Oh, I guess you'll MAKE GOOD in the calcium, all right, with plenty of powder and paint on and the orchestra playing "Under the Old Apple Tree."
But, master, you have by your former civility made me hope that you will MAKE GOOD your promise, and say something of the several rivers that be of
most note in this nation; and also of fish-ponds, and the ordering of them: and do it I pray, good master; for I love any discourse of rivers,
and fish and fishing; the time spent in such discourse passes away very pleasantly --------------------------------------------------------------------- Generated from e\W23C\CHAP21.
Woman's place, continued Miss Turner, was the home, and she hoped they would all MAKE GOOD wives.
Woman's place, continued Miss Turner, was the home, and she hoped they would all MAKE GOOD wives.
--I think, sir, and will MAKE GOOD against any man, that Mr.
The herdsman alone shall MAKE GOOD (the loss of a beast) strayed, destroyed by worms, killed by dogs or (by falling) into a pit, if he did not duly
exert himself (to prevent it).
We will MAKE GOOD use of this method in Chap.
The Windows machines will MAKE GOOD use of this information.
Managing Logs: EventComb Let me leave the issue of auditing and logs with a splash of cold water: It may well MAKE GOOD sense for you not to bother
with auditing and managing event logs.
'At the very least,' he said, as he carefully selected some of the less lethal fragments, 'they'll MAKE GOOD souvenirs.'
I'll MAKE GOOD, sir."
'Probably not, but if any does, I will MAKE GOOD on my word and give the driver a year's wages in gold, on the spot.'
'Probably not, but if any does, I will MAKE GOOD on my word and give the driver a year's wages in gold, on the spot.'
"The Ghezrathi will MAKE GOOD use of whatever days we give them."
They'll MAKE GOOD bedfellows."
"The Ghezrathi will MAKE GOOD use of whatever days we give them."
{62224}{62328}And when you are|growing too old, {62332}{62432}you will MAKE GOOD.
l ll MAKE GOOD this time.
00 I'm sure they'll MAKE GOOD astronauts, 00:27:33.
387 00:26:15,840 --> 00:26:17,796 l'm sure they'll MAKE GOOD astronauts.
1440 01:41:46,737 --> 01:41:51,800 l listen to stories and decide if they'll MAKE GOOD movies or not.
THE BEST OF THE REST: (Onceyou have a good background, from the previous five books, you will find the following all MAKE GOOD reference books, worth
having on your shelf.
I had dough; all I could do was lose it--or, if I won, I would never know whether word had gone out (from any government anywhere): Don't buck the
Empress's consort, we will MAKE GOOD your losses.
But we'll MAKE GOOD children out of bad in a year, wait and see."
'At the very least,' he said, as he carefully selected some of the less lethal fragments, 'they'll MAKE GOOD souvenirs.'
If you will MAKE GOOD our pay to us we will go along with you; if you find nothing more in it we will desire no more; but if we do convince you that
we have saved your lives, and the ship, and the lives of all the men in her, we will leave the rest to you."
We shall MAKE GOOD our title.
From the assurance of Professor Challenger's manner--and in spite of the continued scepticism of Professor Summerlee--I have no doubt that our
leader will MAKE GOOD his statement, and that we are really on the eve of some most remarkable experiences.
He'll MAKE GOOD bait."
"Listen, anything happens, I'll MAKE GOOD on the hundred," I told him.
They'll MAKE GOOD use of it.
I had dough; all I could do was lose it--or, if I won, I would never know whether word had gone out (from any government anywhere): Don't buck the
Empress's consort, we will MAKE GOOD your losses.
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I'm sure your bank will MAKE GOOD."
The physician on his knees, and bound, said to the king: "At least let me put my affairs in order, and leave my books to persons who will MAKE GOOD
use of them.
This treasure comes just at the right time, when you are about to return to your own country, where you will MAKE GOOD use of it."
"With your help we will MAKE GOOD Llew's claim and establish his rightful reign."
"Disinfected, these tubes'll MAKE GOOD containers," Lunzie said.
"She will MAKE GOOD slave meat," said Arlene.
I'll MAKE GOOD use of them.
Now, Thomas Mowbray, do I turn to thee, And mark my greeting well; for what I speak My body shall MAKE GOOD upon this earth, Or my divine soul answer
it in heaven- Thou art a traitor and a miscreant, Too good to be so, and too bad to live, Since the more fair and crystal is the sky, The
uglier seem the clouds that in it fly.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
It's thought that buckyballs will MAKE GOOD lubricants -- something like molecular ball bearings.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
10 To all that seek thee bear an open heart; Make not thy breast a labyrinth or trap; If trials come, this will MAKE GOOD thy part, For honesty is
safe, come what can hap; It is the good man's feast, the prince of flowers, Which thrives in storms, and smells best after showers.
He merely fills his part till in the last scene he assures Luciana that he will MAKE GOOD his earlier protestations of love; but so far as he has any
character at all, or distinctive individuality, he is young Shakespeare himself and his experiences are Shakespeare's.
"They will MAKE GOOD servants."
The manure worm, the marsh worm, and a worm found at the root of the sweet flag, all MAKE GOOD bait; but the best of all is the night-crawling earthworm.
However, what's done, is done, and I hope she will MAKE GOOD use of it.
But the Covenants, which are made in contract of mutuall trust, neither party performing out of hand, if there arise [2] a just suspicion in either
of them, are in the state of nature invalid: for he that first performes by reason of the wicked disposition of the greatest part of men
studying their owne advantage, either by right, or wrong, exposeth himself to the perverse will of him with whom he hath Contracted; for it
suites not with reason, that any man should performe first, if it be not likely that the other will MAKE GOOD his promise after; which, whether
it be probable, or not, he that doubts it, must be judge of, as hath been shewed in the foregoing Chapter in the 9.
However, what's done, is done, and I hope she will MAKE GOOD use of it.
"I really believe, cousin," answered the King, "that my Lord will MAKE GOOD every thing that you have said of him."
[298] Mindoro is at present [1890] so depopulated that the minister of the Colonies, in order to remedy this result of Spanish colonization, wishes
to send there the worst desperadoes of the peninsula, to see if great criminals will MAKE GOOD colonists and farmers.
We shall MAKE GOOD our stand against any force that we can reasonably expect would be brought against us.
On March 12, the king wrote to him the following letter: HERBERT, I wonder you are not yet gone for Ireland; but since you have stayed all this
time, I hope these will ouertake you, whereby you will the more see the great trust and confidence I repose in your integrity, of which I have
had soe long and so good experience; commanding yow to deale with all ingenuity and freedome with our lieutenant of Ireland the marquess of
Ormond, and on the word of a king and a Christian I will MAKE GOOD any thing which our lieutenant shall be induced unto upon your persuasion;
and if you find it fitting, you may privately shew him these, which I intend not as obligatory to him, but to myselfe, and for both your
encouragements and warrantise, in whom I repose my cheefest hopes, not having in all my kingdomes two such subjects; whose endeauours joining,
I am confident to be soone drawen out of the mire I am now enforced to wallow in.
On March 12, the king wrote to him the following letter: HERBERT, I wonder you are not yet gone for Ireland; but since you have stayed all this
time, I hope these will ouertake you, whereby you will the more see the great trust and confidence I repose in your integrity, of which I have
had soe long and so good experience; commanding yow to deale with all ingenuity and freedome with our lieutenant of Ireland the marquess of
Ormond, and on the word of a king and a Christian I will MAKE GOOD any thing which our lieutenant shall be induced unto upon your persuasion;
and if you find it fitting, you may privately shew him these, which I intend not as obligatory to him, but to myselfe, and for both your
encouragements and warrantise, in whom I repose my cheefest hopes, not having in all my kingdomes two such subjects; whose endeauours joining,
I am confident to be soone drawen out of the mire I am now enforced to wallow in.
I expect therefore you will MAKE GOOD what the public is answerable for, and proceed to such farther methods for paying our debts, as shall be both
honourable and proper, and best adapted to our circumstances.
Few as we are, if his forces be not hundreds, we will MAKE GOOD sport with them."
The Outlet, A Texas Matchmaker, Cattle Brands, and Reed Anthony, Cowman all MAKE GOOD reading.
Any person subject to military law who willfully or through neglect suffers to be lost, spoiled, damaged, or wrongfully disposed of any military
property belonging to the United States shall MAKE GOOD the loss or damage and suffer such punishment as a court-martial may direct.
What quod the protectour thou seruest me I wene wtih iffes with andes, I tel the thei haue so done, that I will MAKE GOOD on thy body traitour.
What quod the protectour thou seruest me I wene wtih iffes with andes, I tel the thei haue so done, that I will MAKE GOOD on thy body traitour.
, the wardens shall MAKE GOOD the loss; and if the servant refuses to be judged by the wardens, he shall be taken before the mayor and aldermen.
Sir, said the Indian, freedom is as precious as life, and I would venture my life for him that would procure it for me: Try me, therefore, in any
service that I can perform for you, and my willingness shall MAKE GOOD my words.
] [Footnote 2: It is thought by some that the war will be followed by a short boom, when Europe will MAKE GOOD the necessities of industry and
civilised life, but it is at least doubtful whether there will be a rapid reproduction of these commodities, owing to the conditions, already
described, which will obtain at the close of the war.
I had some porcupine and a few partridges yet, as I would try and save NARRATIVE BY GEORGE ELSON 95 --------------------------------------- 98 A
Woman's Way Through Unknown Labrador some ahead for my way out, and the bones of the porcupine I carried with me; for I didn't throw the bones
away, as it will MAKE GOOD broth if I get out of grub and don't get more game.
Thus sighs the smug adorer of the heavenly kingdom in whichat least as far as himself is concernedGod will MAKE GOOD the inexplicable shortcomings of
this earth and its human brood.
Under the process of continued action the average man can make a fair showing and with a reasonable degree of moral support will MAKE GOOD, while
without it the ablest man will have a hard time and even fail if he is forced to accept changes that disturb continuity of action.
The essence of all moral education is this: inculcate children with respect for humanity and you will MAKE GOOD men.
69 --------------------------------------- 72 The Atlantic Monthly will MAKE GOOD our mountains against him and his crew with such right arms as the
good Lord hath given us.
I haven't deposited the funds for to-day yet, and I'll put in a memorandum which Bullion will MAKE GOOD.
) If you wish to make vinegar from whiskey, put in 4 gallons of water to 1 gallon of whiskey; and if from cider, put in one-third water, and fill
the top tub with this fluid, putting 1 pint good yeast to each barrel making; and have the holes with threads or twine so arranged that it
will run through every twelve hours; and dip or pump up with a wooden pump every night or morning, and three days will MAKE GOOD substantial
vinegar, which will keep and also improve by age.
Some employees will MAKE GOOD use of them.
These considerations will allow for participation at many levels, and will MAKE GOOD communication a cornerstone of the process.
One important variable is the perceived credibility of the coercing state, or the target state s belief that the coercing state will MAKE GOOD on its
threats.
Stephen Watts Merchant in Bristoll or his Order the full Just sume of Seaventeen pounds Tenne Shillings good and lawfull money of England it being
for the like vallue received here in Virginia of John Scott Marriner of Bristoll MAKE GOOD payment and Charge it to the Accompt of him that is
Your loveing Unkle Henry Filmer To mr.
Importing and exporting are more traditional ways of sharing data, but they still MAKE GOOD sense in a lot of situations (for example, when the
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application you're looking to work with is not part of Microsoft's Office suite).
================================================================================ Tip: If you don't want to use the Draw Border feature, you can
still MAKE GOOD use of the border button.
We shall MAKE GOOD use of this observation shortly.
Additionally, it is challenging to conduct multimethod research and still MAKE GOOD sense of the results of patterns of information that may diverge
on the picture provided (Cummings, Davies, & Campbell, 2000).
In applications, these initial conditions will MAKE GOOD physical sense.
It will MAKE GOOD news if your story coincides with these current themes.
Twenty years ago, on a vacation to Key West, I went on a few job interviews and dis- covered, quite to my surprise, that I could live in sunny
South Florida and still MAKE GOOD money.
Depositors do not run on their banks because they are confident that, even if their bank goes bankrupt, the FDIC will MAKE GOOD on the deposits.
Depositors do not run on their banks because they are confident that, even if their bank goes bankrupt, the FDIC will MAKE GOOD on the deposits.
All employees need to be reminded that there is much they can do to achieve the best match of their own talents to the job: " Ask questions during
the interview to make sure the job is one that will MAKE GOOD use of your talents.
All employees need to be reminded that there is much they can do to achieve the best match of their own talents to the job: " Ask questions during
the interview to make sure the job is one that will MAKE GOOD use of your talents.
However, there is a caveat: Not all things you like to do will MAKE GOOD businesses.
The reason we may think that human controllers will MAKE GOOD excep tion managers is that humans can handle the unpredictable situations that
machines cannot.
It is useful to remember that there are many people in the world who only know their feelings and may know nothing about numbers, but who can still
MAKE GOOD decisions.
It will MAKE GOOD political sense too.
Even a smaller business will MAKE GOOD use of a corporate directory if it is spread out across multiple regional offices.
As a final example of mode hooks, we'll MAKE GOOD on a promise from the previous chapter.
com) all MAKE GOOD hard drives for desktop systems.
He'll MAKE GOOD; he's a man, sound in wind and limb, head and heart.
Before the day is out I shall MAKE GOOD my boast.
"You'll MAKE GOOD somewhere yet," he asserted.
I'm going to put all my time and energy into this proposition and----" "Then you'll MAKE GOOD all right," Sperry assured him.
10 To all that seek thee bear an open heart; Make not thy breast a labyrinth or trap; If trials come, this will MAKE GOOD thy part, For honesty is
safe, come what can hap; It is the good man's feast, the prince of flowers, Which thrives in storms, and smells best after showers.
10 To all that seek thee bear an open heart; Make not thy breast a labyrinth or trap; If trials come, this will MAKE GOOD thy part, For honesty is
safe, come what can hap; It is the good man's feast, the prince of flowers, Which thrives in storms, and smells best after showers.
"You trust me and I'll MAKE GOOD.
"'Do this up to the limit of your capital and I will MAKE GOOD anything you lose.'
Do this up to the limit of your capital and I will MAKE GOOD anything you lose.
I will MAKE GOOD the Lodge against these rebellious robbers."
"'Do this up to the limit of your capital and I will MAKE GOOD anything you lose.'
Do this up to the limit of your capital and I will MAKE GOOD anything you lose.
"Ye shall not clear by Greekly speech, nor cozen from your path The twinkling shoal, the leeward beach, and Hadria's white-lipped wrath; Nor tempt
with painted cloth for wood my fraud-avenging hosts; Nor make at all or all MAKE GOOD your bulwarks and your boasts.
"That fellow Burrage has got the right stuff in him, he'll MAKE GOOD," they said among themselves.
I will MAKE GOOD the Lodge against these rebellious robbers."
Never such a place for hide-and-seek, as I shall MAKE GOOD when I can find means to publish my Wonders of Woodstock."
He'll MAKE GOOD; he's a man, sound in wind and limb, head and heart.
Before the day is out I shall MAKE GOOD my boast.
"You'll MAKE GOOD somewhere yet," he asserted.
I'm going to put all my time and energy into this proposition and----" "Then you'll MAKE GOOD all right," Sperry assured him.
10 To all that seek thee bear an open heart; Make not thy breast a labyrinth or trap; If trials come, this will MAKE GOOD thy part, For honesty is
safe, come what can hap; It is the good man's feast, the prince of flowers, Which thrives in storms, and smells best after showers.
10 To all that seek thee bear an open heart; Make not thy breast a labyrinth or trap; If trials come, this will MAKE GOOD thy part, For honesty is
safe, come what can hap; It is the good man's feast, the prince of flowers, Which thrives in storms, and smells best after showers.
"You trust me and I'll MAKE GOOD.
"'Do this up to the limit of your capital and I will MAKE GOOD anything you lose.'
Do this up to the limit of your capital and I will MAKE GOOD anything you lose.
I will MAKE GOOD the Lodge against these rebellious robbers."
"'Do this up to the limit of your capital and I will MAKE GOOD anything you lose.'
Do this up to the limit of your capital and I will MAKE GOOD anything you lose.
"Ye shall not clear by Greekly speech, nor cozen from your path The twinkling shoal, the leeward beach, and Hadria's white-lipped wrath; Nor tempt
with painted cloth for wood my fraud-avenging hosts; Nor make at all or all MAKE GOOD your bulwarks and your boasts.
"That fellow Burrage has got the right stuff in him, he'll MAKE GOOD," they said among themselves.
I will MAKE GOOD the Lodge against these rebellious robbers."
Never such a place for hide-and-seek, as I shall MAKE GOOD when I can find means to publish my Wonders of Woodstock."
I shall MAKE GOOD use of the Dolemanic hint of being married.
"Perhaps you'll MAKE GOOD right in the start; and then, again, something might throw you down.
It is the last territorial claim which I have to make in Europe, but it is the claim from which I will not recede and which, God-willing, I will
MAKE GOOD.
It is the last territorial claim which I have to make in Europe, but it is the claim from which I will not recede and which, God-willing, I will
MAKE GOOD.
--------------------------------------- 60 Draw upon the accounts of previous births This bank will not give loans to all and sundry; its help is
only for those who are credit-worthy, who have impressed by their industry and integrity that they will MAKE GOOD use of the money and keep
their word.
Previous Next Draw upon the accounts of previous births This bank will not give loans to all and sundry; its help is only for those who are creditworthy, who have impressed by their industry and integrity that they will MAKE GOOD use of the money and keep their word.
For if you want what is good, but cannot do it, God will MAKE GOOD the deed.
</l> <l>No foes shall stay his might,</l> <l>Though he with giants fight;</l> <l>He will MAKE GOOD his right</l> <l class="t">To be a pilgrim.
By this they mean that God bestows grace on someone, and also preordains that he will bestow it, because he foreknows that such a one will MAKE GOOD
use of it, just as a king gives a horse to a soldier because he knows that he will use it well.
And so others said that merits following the effect of predestination are the reason of predestination; giving us to understand that God gives
grace to a person, and pre-ordains that He will give it, because He knows beforehand that He will MAKE GOOD use of that grace, as if a king were
to give a horse to a soldier because he knows he will MAKE GOOD use of it.
If ever, therefore, the soul be in a fit disposition to receive those blessed effects of God s Holy Spirit, and if ever God will MAKE GOOD His so
serious and frequent promises, it is then when by a profound recollection, an humble soul withdraws all her affections from herself and all
other creatures, yea, and endeavours to expel all the images of them, transcending all created things, and raising herself according to her
power to a strict union with Him, and withal pours forth her desire to be informed in His will, only intending thereby His glory and the
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increase of His divine love.
and in the last section of the prayer of aspirations or contemplation); but before I come to treat of each in particular, I conceive it requisite
first to show the grounds upon which the propriety and reasonableness of this division of the 398succeeding degrees of prayer is built, and it
may be evidently and convincingly demonstrated so far, that according to the dispensation of divine grace to souls that tend to perfection, it
may be affirmed that they are conducted by these degrees in this order, and no other way; and this experience will MAKE GOOD even in souls that
never heard of any degrees of prayer, but, without learning, reading, or instructions, are immediately guided by God s Holy Spirit in His
internal ways.
The superior must evidently see that the subject in probability will MAKE GOOD use of them.
Look up your best and strongest reasons, sinners, if you will MAKE GOOD your way: You see now with whom you have to deal.
The clearness of the case, and the Majesty of God, will then easily stop the mouths of the most confident of you, tho you will not be put down by
any thing we can say to you now; but will MAKE GOOD your cause, be it ever so bad.
6"></scripture> 6If a fire breaking out light upon thorns, and catch stacks of corn, or corn standing in the fields, he that kindled the fire shall
MAKE GOOD the loss.
16"></scripture> 16And he shall MAKE GOOD the damage itself which he hath done, and shall add the fifth part besides, delivering it to the priest,
who shall pray for him, offering the ram, and it shall be forgiven him.
If ye will MAKE GOOD your ways, that is, if your life be amended; and if ye will do judgment, etc.
So therefore it will MAKE GOOD sense to say, that boughs were put forth for the singular number is taken for the plural, as often happens.
I know him, he is a man of another spirit, and what I promise myself from him, he will MAKE GOOD.
) "I will MAKE GOOD my promise to thee."
) "I will MAKE GOOD my promise to thee."
Thou mayest be sure he will MAKE GOOD his word of promise, though he does not tell thee how, or which way, and though he works in a way by himself,
according to the counsels of his unsearchable wisdom.
20); "If you refuse and rebel, if you continue to rebel against the divine government and refuse the offers of the divine grace, you shall be
devoured with the sword, with the sword of your enemies, which shall be commissioned to destroy you with the sword of God's justice, his
wrath, and vengeance, which shall be drawn against you; for this is that which the mouth of the Lord has spoken, and which he will MAKE GOOD,
for the maintaining of his own honour."
15), their Holy One, and therefore will MAKE GOOD every word he has spoken to them.
And observe with what solemnity, with what authority, this sentence is ratified: "I the Lord have said it, who can and will MAKE GOOD what I have
said.
Some think that the former denotes God's part of the covenant (he will be their God in truth, he will MAKE GOOD all his promises of favour to them)
and the latter man's part of the covenant they shall be his people in righteousness, they shall be a righteous people and shall abound in the
fruits of righteousness, and shall not, as they have done, deal treacherously and unjustly with their God.
In calling Christ the son of David, and the son of Abraham, he shows that God is faithful to his promise, and will MAKE GOOD every word that he has
spoken; and this.
The false gods of Moab are unable to help; and the God of Israel, the only true God, can and will MAKE GOOD what he has spoken.
We will not say in words, that we think God false, but in deeds we plainly affirm it: for we trust him not, neither believe his promise when he
biddeth us, Give, give; I will bless ye, I will MAKE GOOD my word.
We will not say in words, that we think God false, but in deeds we plainly affirm it: for we trust him not, neither believe his promise when he
biddeth us, Give, give; I will bless ye, I will MAKE GOOD my word.
He who wholly renounces himself, and relies not on mere human reason, will MAKE GOOD progress in the Scriptures; but the world comprehends them not,
from ignorance of that mortification which is the gift of God s Word.
(2) Learn, too, to approve yourselves to God with all good conscience in times of trial; this will MAKE GOOD those imperfect whispers in your souls
concerning your interest in Christ.
When Mr Goodwin[title="Goodwin, John"] shall MAKE GOOD that order and series of decrees here by him mentioned from the Scripture, or with solid
reason from the nature of the things themselves, suitably to the properties of Him whose they are; and, 2.
If He makes evil things, who shall MAKE GOOD things?
If you say that Hercules belonged to you, by all means we will MAKE GOOD your loss: we have metals at hand, and there is no lack of stone; nay, we
have several varieties of marble, and a host of artisans.
For put the case that of a number of lewd Priscillianists, some woman should cast her eye upon a catholic Joseph, and promise him that she will
betray their hidden retreats if she obtain from him that he lie with her, and it be certain that if he consent unto her she will MAKE GOOD her
promise: shall we judge that it ought to be done?
You shall stay at the Settlement tonight, and I will MAKE GOOD my promise as to the work.
You shall stay at the Settlement tonight, and I will MAKE GOOD my promise as to the work.
Why, we will reply, they are just the doctrines you thought good for nothing; now we bring them out, and we will MAKE GOOD use of them.
There are some who deny that the soul is immediately after death admitted to the sight of God, but I shall MAKE GOOD this assertion that the saints
shall have an immediate transition and passage from death to glory.
Shall their unbelief disannul the faithfulness of God - Will he not still MAKE GOOD his promises to them that do believe?
If we believe not - That is, though some believe not, God will MAKE GOOD all his promises to them that do believe.
Faithful - Because God shall MAKE GOOD his promises to thee.
Holiness unto the Lord - Their persons shall bear the dedicating inscription of holiness to the Lord, and by their study of holiness they shall MAKE
GOOD their motto.
And do not you think, it will MAKE GOOD proficiency when it comes to years of discretion?
If He makes evil things, who shall MAKE GOOD things?
If you say that Hercules belonged to you, by all means we will MAKE GOOD your loss: we have metals at hand, and there is no lack of stone; nay, we
have several varieties of marble, and a host of artisans.
For put the case that of a number of lewd Priscillianists, some woman should cast her eye upon a catholic Joseph, and promise him that she will
betray their hidden retreats if she obtain from him that he lie with her, and it be certain that if he consent unto her she will MAKE GOOD her
promise: shall we judge that it ought to be done?
372] wickedness but for the deliverance of the city, that I will MAKE GOOD the condition of the summit which is about to be destroyed.
372] wickedness but for the deliverance of the city, that I will MAKE GOOD the condition of the summit which is about to be destroyed.
the more you visit it the better it will MAKE GOOD your outlay.
For if you want what is good, but cannot do it, God will MAKE GOOD the deed.
No foes shall stay his might, Though he with giants fight; He will MAKE GOOD his right To be a pilgrim.
By this they mean that God bestows grace on someone, and also preordains that he will bestow it, because he foreknows that such a one will MAKE GOOD
use of it, just as a king gives a horse to a soldier because he knows that he will use it well.
And so others said that merits following the effect of predestination are the reason of predestination; giving us to understand that God gives
grace to a person, and pre-ordains that He will give it, because He knows beforehand that He will MAKE GOOD use of that grace, as if a king were
to give a horse to a soldier because he knows he will MAKE GOOD use of it.
If ever, therefore, the soul be in a fit disposition to receive those blessed effects of God s Holy Spirit, and if ever God will MAKE GOOD His so
serious and frequent promises, it is then when by a profound recollection, an humble soul withdraws all her affections from herself and all
other creatures, yea, and endeavours to expel all the images of them, transcending all created things, and raising herself according to her
power to a strict union with Him, and withal pours forth her desire to be informed in His will, only intending thereby His glory and the
increase of His divine love.
and in the last section of the prayer of aspirations or contemplation); but before I come to treat of each in particular, I conceive it requisite
first to show the grounds upon which the propriety and reasonableness of this division of the succeeding degrees of prayer is built, and it
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may be evidently and convincingly demonstrated so far, that according to the dispensation of divine grace to souls that tend to perfection, it
may be affirmed that they are conducted by these degrees in this order, and no other way; and this experience will MAKE GOOD even in souls that
never heard of any degrees of prayer, but, without learning, reading, or instructions, are immediately guided by God s Holy Spirit in His
internal ways.
The superior must evidently see that the subject in probability will MAKE GOOD use of them.
Look up your best and strongest reasons, sinners, if you will MAKE GOOD your way: You see now with whom you have to deal.
The clearness of the case, and the Majesty of God, will then easily stop the mouths of the most confident of you, tho you will not be put down by
any thing we can say to you now; but will MAKE GOOD your cause, be it ever so bad.
^6If a fire breaking out light upon thorns, and catch stacks of corn, or corn standing in the fields, he that kindled the fire shall MAKE GOOD the
loss.
^14And the Lord spoke to Moses, saying: ^15If any one shall sin through mistake, transgressing the ceremonies in those things that are sacrificed
to the Lord, he shall offer for his offence a ram without blemish out of the flocks, that may be bought for two sicles, according to the
weight of the sanctuary: ^16And he shall MAKE GOOD the damage itself which he hath done, and shall add the fifth part besides, delivering it to
the priest, who shall pray for him, offering the ram, and it shall be forgiven him.
If ye will MAKE GOOD your ways, that is, if your life be amended; and if ye will do judgment, etc.
So therefore it will MAKE GOOD sense to say, that boughs were put forth for the singular number is taken for the plural, as often happens.
I know him, he is a man of another spirit, and what I promise myself from him, he will MAKE GOOD.
) "I will MAKE GOOD my promise to thee."
) "I will MAKE GOOD my promise to thee."
Thou mayest be sure he will MAKE GOOD his word of promise, though he does not tell thee how, or which way, and though he works in a way by himself,
according to the counsels of his unsearchable wisdom.
20); "If you refuse and rebel, if you continue to rebel against the divine government and refuse the offers of the divine grace, you shall be
devoured with the sword, with the sword of your enemies, which shall be commissioned to destroy you with the sword of God's justice, his
wrath, and vengeance, which shall be drawn against you; for this is that which the mouth of the Lord has spoken, and which he will MAKE GOOD,
for the maintaining of his own honour."
15), their Holy One, and therefore will MAKE GOOD every word he has spoken to them.
And observe with what solemnity, with what authority, this sentence is ratified: "I the Lord have said it, who can and will MAKE GOOD what I have
said.
Some think that the former denotes God's part of the covenant (he will be their God in truth, he will MAKE GOOD all his promises of favour to them)
and the latter man's part of the covenant they shall be his people in righteousness, they shall be a righteous people and shall abound in the
fruits of righteousness, and shall not, as they have done, deal treacherously and unjustly with their God.
In calling Christ the son of David, and the son of Abraham, he shows that God is faithful to his promise, and will MAKE GOOD every word that he has
spoken; and this.
The false gods of Moab are unable to help; and the God of Israel, the only true God, can and will MAKE GOOD what he has spoken.
We will not say in words, that we think God false, but in deeds we plainly affirm it: for we trust him not, neither believe his promise when he
biddeth us, Give, give; I will bless ye, I will MAKE GOOD my word.
We will not say in words, that we think God false, but in deeds we plainly affirm it: for we trust him not, neither believe his promise when he
biddeth us, Give, give; I will bless ye, I will MAKE GOOD my word.
He who wholly renounces himself, and relies not on mere human reason, will MAKE GOOD progress in the Scriptures; but the world comprehends them not,
from ignorance of that mortification which is the gift of God s Word.
(2) Learn, too, to approve yourselves to God with all good conscience in times of trial; this will MAKE GOOD those imperfect whispers in your souls
concerning your interest in Christ.
When Mr Goodwin shall MAKE GOOD that order and series of decrees here by him mentioned from the Scripture, or with solid reason from the nature of
the things themselves, suitably to the properties of Him whose they are; and, 2.
If He makes evil things, who shall MAKE GOOD things?
If you say that Hercules belonged to you, by all means we will MAKE GOOD your loss: we have metals at hand, and there is no lack of stone; nay, we
have several varieties of marble, and a host of artisans.
For put the case that of a number of lewd Priscillianists, some woman should cast her eye upon a catholic Joseph, and promise him that she will
betray their hidden retreats if she obtain from him that he lie with her, and it be certain that if he consent unto her she will MAKE GOOD her
promise: shall we judge that it ought to be done?
You shall stay at the Settlement tonight, and I will MAKE GOOD my promise as to the work.
You shall stay at the Settlement tonight, and I will MAKE GOOD my promise as to the work.
Why, we will reply, they are just the doctrines you thought good for nothing; now we bring them out, and we will MAKE GOOD use of them.
There are some who deny that the soul is immediately after death admitted to the sight of God, but I shall MAKE GOOD this assertion that the saints
shall have an immediate transition and passage from death to glory.
Shall their unbelief disannul the faithfulness of God - Will he not still MAKE GOOD his promises to them that do believe?
If we believe not - That is, though some believe not, God will MAKE GOOD all his promises to them that do believe.
Faithful - Because God shall MAKE GOOD his promises to thee.
Holiness unto the Lord - Their persons shall bear the dedicating inscription of holiness to the Lord, and by their study of holiness they shall MAKE
GOOD their motto.
And do not you think, it will MAKE GOOD proficiency when it comes to years of discretion?
I know him, he is a man of another spirit, and what I promise myself from him, he will MAKE GOOD.
Let every one who would please the Lord Jesus, who desires the gift of the Spirit with power for his congregation or Church, who would have the
blessing of fellowship with the children of God, attached himself to a prayer meeting, and prove the Lord whether He will MAKE GOOD His word and
bestow upon it a special blessing.
For put the case that of a number of lewd Priscillianists, some woman should cast her eye upon a catholic Joseph, and promise him that she will
betray their hidden retreats if she obtain from him that he lie with her, and it be certain that if he consent unto her she will MAKE GOOD her
promise: shall we judge that it ought to be done?
At the least, sir, replied the goatherd, they have among them experienced men; and that you may give the more credit to this truth, and, as it
were, touch it with your own hands (although, till I be bidden, I may seem to invite myself), I will, if you please to hear me but a while,
relate unto you a very true accident, which shall MAKE GOOD what this gentleman (pointing to the curate) and myself have affirmed.
He is mentally sluggish, indeed, who does not discover that America will MAKE GOOD with him if he makes good with her.
53 When he could stop laughing, he said: You know, Rossiter, that I am always ready to lend my books to any one who will MAKE GOOD use of them and
bring them back, but I always forget to whom I lend them.
And when ye have made fast the oars upon the benches, step all a shore, and thereafter come to our house, and quickly fall to feasting; and I will
MAKE GOOD provision for all.
And when ye have made fast the oars upon the benches, step all a shore, and thereafter come to our house, and quickly fall to feasting; and I will
MAKE GOOD provision for all.
If slaves will MAKE GOOD soldiers our whole theory of slavery is wrong.
If slaves will MAKE GOOD soldiers our whole theory of slavery is wrong.
Alone I can do nothing; but I have servants And friends to second me; and if I make not 392 This house a heap of ashes (by my wrongs, What I have
spoke I will MAKE GOOD!
Though the witnesses are dead, your testimony 248 Help with an oath or two: and for thy master, Thy liberal master, my good honest servant, I know
thou wilt swear anything, to dash The cunning sleight: besides, I know thou art 252 A public notary, and such stand in law For a dozen
witnesses: the deed being drawn too By thee, my careful Marrall, and delivered When thou were t present, will MAKE GOOD my title.
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Alone I can do nothing; but I have servants And friends to second me; and if I make not 392 This house a heap of ashes (by my wrongs, What I have
spoke I will MAKE GOOD!
His popular, lively sermons still MAKE GOOD reading.
Now, Thomas Mowbray, do I turn to thee, And mark my greeting well; for what I speak My body shall MAKE GOOD upon this earth, 40 Or my divine soul
answer it in heaven.
You can still MAKE GOOD headway towards saving for retirement by taking full advantage of 401(k) programs.
We'll MAKE GOOD use of these over the coming chapters.
You'll MAKE GOOD use of the tag selector in the tutorials to come.
You'll MAKE GOOD use of the tag selector in the tutorials to come.
com) all MAKE GOOD hard drives for desktop systems.
To get started, find a piece of music that you think will MAKE GOOD background musicpreferably something that has no lyrics to interfere with the
spoken message you'll be mixing in.
We'll MAKE GOOD use of selections and cloning throughout this book.
Size and capacityThough most major manufacturers like Epson, Canon, and HP all MAKE GOOD printers that generate excellent results, they differ
dramatically in terms of what kind of paper they can print on.
If you understand what you need to do to be selected more frequently, you will MAKE GOOD Yellow Pages buying decisions and get a better return on
your investment as a result.
MAKE GOOD do as promised, follow through When I get paid, I'll MAKE GOOD my promise to buy you dinner.
Thereare no establishedguidelinesregardingwhich childrenwill MAKE GOOD candidates for pumpuse.
Th/ ver//e whether the product can del/ver /t unct/on under var/ou u age cond/t/on ome- t/me , abu /ve u age cond/t/on For example, a cop/er
manuactur- er would te t to ee / the cop/er can t/ll MAKE GOOD cop/e or maller- /ze paper , or th/ck or th/n paper 5 Safey equemes valao.
Moreover, rarely will any one defense planner or decisionmaker pos- sess all the kinds of knowledge and experience needed to face uncer- tainty and
still MAKE GOOD choices.
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I will MAKE GOOD use of their time.
I will MAKE GOOD use of their time.
Keep your niche as narrow as possible, so that you can build a site to fill that glass, yet still MAKE GOOD profits.
You can still MAKE GOOD headway towards saving for retirement by taking full advantage of 401(k) programs.
Company Exposure The mere fact that individuals have worked in a variety of divisions does not guarantee that they will MAKE GOOD project managers.
It is useful to remember that there are many people in the world who only know their feelings and may know nothing about numbers, but who can still
MAKE GOOD decisions.
We will MAKE GOOD use of this method in Chap.
Size and capacityThough most major manufacturers like Epson, Canon, and HP all MAKE GOOD printers that generate excellent results, they differ
dramatically in terms of what kind of paper they can print on.
Despite the fact that it does not know that this is what it thinks, even a fox thinks that it is truethat there is a chicken about and that it will
MAKE GOOD eating.
What Will MAKE GOOD Even Better?
They all MAKE GOOD plains of from a quarter of a mile to a mile wide.
(* 26) Whosoever committeth arson, shall be condemned to hard labour five years in the public works, and shall MAKE GOOD the loss of the sufferers
threefold (* 27).
If any person shall, within this Commonwealth, or, being a citizen thereof, shall without the same, wilfully destroy (* 28) or run (* 29) away with
any sea-vessel, or goods laden on board thereof, or plunder or pilfer any wreck, he shall be condemned to hard labour five years in the public
works, and shall MAKE GOOD the loss of the sufferers threefold.
"As yet," said he, "there is no one on our traces, we shall MAKE GOOD our escape to the mountains."
I will MAKE GOOD."
"And I promise you, Miss Morse, that I will MAKE GOOD.
I will MAKE GOOD."
"And I promise you, Miss Morse, that I will MAKE GOOD.
"I hope, sir, ye will MAKE GOOD your plans for Freckles, though I'd as soon see ony born child o' my ain taken from our home.
Now, Thomas Mowbray, do I turn to thee, And mark my greeting well; for what I speak My body shall MAKE GOOD upon this earth, Or my divine soul answer
it in heaven.
The physician on his knees, and bound, said to the king: "At least let me put my affairs in order, and leave my books to persons who will MAKE GOOD
use of them.
This treasure comes just at the right time, when you are about to return to your own country, where you will MAKE GOOD use of it."
My dear old nurse, and you know there is nothing a man can say nearer his heart except his mother or his wife - my dear old nurse, God will MAKE GOOD
to you all the good that you have done, and mercifully forgive you all the evil.
he's good corn; he will MAKE GOOD crop when the time comes.'
From the assurance of Professor Challenger's manner--and in spite of the continued scepticism of Professor Summerlee--I have no doubt that our
leader will MAKE GOOD his statement, and that we are really on the eve of some most remarkable experiences.
Engineers must live with this situation and make machines that will MAKE GOOD decisions, that are as close to perfect as possible.
He who encroaches on his neighbour's land, and transgresses his boundaries, shall MAKE GOOD the damage, and, to cure him of his impudence and also of
his meanness, he shall pay a double penalty to the injured party.
If you offer him better choices than drinking to get all the positive secondary gains of alcohol, he will MAKE GOOD selections.
You'll MAKE GOOD use of the tag selector in the tutorials to come.
As a final example of mode hooks, we'll MAKE GOOD on a promise from the previous chapter.
they'll MAKE GOOD paddles."
they'll MAKE GOOD paddles."
You can still MAKE GOOD on your offer.
666 00:38:58,693 --> 00:39:00,757 {\i1}You can still MAKE GOOD on your offer.
546 00:43:47,352 --> 00:43:49,605 We know they'll MAKE GOOD parents.
546 00:43:47,352 --> 00:43:49,605 We know they'll MAKE GOOD parents.
Disinfected, these tubes ll MAKE GOOD containers, Lun-zie said.
They could still MAKE GOOD soldiers if you gave them the right training, and trained men would be invaluable when the balloon went up.
We will MAKE GOOD use of Lu Pham's can-do, positive attitude on this council we must embrace such optimism if we are to prevail.
Twenty years ago, on a vacation to Key West, I went on a few job interviews and dis- covered, quite to my surprise, that I could live in sunny
South Florida and still MAKE GOOD money.
It will MAKE GOOD news if your story coincides with these current themes.
Depositors do not run on their banks because they are confident that, even if their bank goes bankrupt, the FDIC will MAKE GOOD on the deposits.
Depositors do not run on their banks because they are confident that, even if their bank goes bankrupt, the FDIC will MAKE GOOD on the deposits.
In this section we will MAKE GOOD on that pledge and explain which elements get applied to the generated schema for those vendors that support schema
generation.
I know my sons are healthy emotionally and will MAKE GOOD choices in sex.
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(this guy has "I'll MAKE GOOD girls want to be bad" in his online-profile), etc.
Food with interesting textures or new flavors, and food that is hidden in hard to reach places, all MAKE GOOD enrichment items.
Although automatic speech recognition and speech understanding systems are far from perfect in terms of the word or task accuracy, properly
developed applications can still MAKE GOOD use of the existing technology to deliver real value to the customer, as evidenced by the number and
extent of such systems that are used on a daily basis by millions of users.
If slaves will MAKE GOOD soldiers our whole theory of slavery is wrong but they won t make soldiers.
It remains to be seen whether de Menezes will MAKE GOOD on his promises to shrink the civil service, and to strengthen the social and private
sectors.
They don't say things which they see, they only say things which will MAKE GOOD conversation.
Rather, on the contrary, they will be very happy with you, because you will be so deliberately nonsensical -- you will MAKE GOOD conversation!
Such a person will MAKE GOOD use of a cave for meditation and will be highly benefited.
Logical fallacies such as slippery slope and around you, you will MAKE GOOD inferences, a key to false dilemma are explored.
Importing and exporting are more traditional ways of sharing data, but they still MAKE GOOD sense in a lot of situations (for example, when the
application you're looking to work with is not part of Microsoft's Office suite).
================================================================================ Tip: If you don't want to use the Draw Border feature, you can
still MAKE GOOD use of the border button.
While quality of service is still an emerging technology, near-realtime applications like IP telephony may well MAKE GOOD use of this feature.
Most people enjoy helping anyone who will MAKE GOOD use of the help.
After a while in came another man, and the miller's wife received him very well, saying, " My husband is out; we will MAKE GOOD cheer."
But we'll MAKE GOOD children out of bad in a year, wait and see."
'At the very least,' he said, as he carefully selected some of the less lethal fragments, 'they'll MAKE GOOD souvenirs.'
If you will MAKE GOOD our pay to us we will go along with you; if you find nothing more in it we will desire no more; but if we do convince you that
we have saved your lives, and the ship, and the lives of all the men in her, we will leave the rest to you."
We shall MAKE GOOD our title.
From the assurance of Professor Challenger's manner--and in spite of the continued scepticism of Professor Summerlee--I have no doubt that our
leader will MAKE GOOD his statement, and that we are really on the eve of some most remarkable experiences.
He'll MAKE GOOD bait."
"Listen, anything happens, I'll MAKE GOOD on the hundred," I told him.
They'll MAKE GOOD use of it.
I had dough; all I could do was lose it--or, if I won, I would never know whether word had gone out (from any government anywhere): Don't buck the
Empress's consort, we will MAKE GOOD your losses.
I'm sure your bank will MAKE GOOD."
The physician on his knees, and bound, said to the king: "At least let me put my affairs in order, and leave my books to persons who will MAKE GOOD
use of them.
This treasure comes just at the right time, when you are about to return to your own country, where you will MAKE GOOD use of it."
"With your help we will MAKE GOOD Llew's claim and establish his rightful reign."
"Disinfected, these tubes'll MAKE GOOD containers," Lunzie said.
"She will MAKE GOOD slave meat," said Arlene.
I'll MAKE GOOD use of them.
Now, Thomas Mowbray, do I turn to thee, And mark my greeting well; for what I speak My body shall MAKE GOOD upon this earth, Or my divine soul answer
it in heaven- Thou art a traitor and a miscreant, Too good to be so, and too bad to live, Since the more fair and crystal is the sky, The
uglier seem the clouds that in it fly.
It's thought that buckyballs will MAKE GOOD lubricants -- something like molecular ball bearings.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
And tell Irving that when luck turns with me I will MAKE GOOD to him what the salvage from the dead Co.
'Probably not, but if any does, I will MAKE GOOD on my word and give the driver a year's wages in gold, on the spot.'
'Probably not, but if any does, I will MAKE GOOD on my word and give the driver a year's wages in gold, on the spot.'
&rdquo; &ldquo;The Watch will MAKE GOOD for them.
We&rsquo;ll MAKE GOOD time after that, straight up to the Twins.
You will MAKE GOOD your escape&mdash;&rsquo; &lsquo;And by your silence, you will all be punished,&rsquo; Karsa said.
All employees need to be reminded that there is much they can do to achieve the best match of their own talents to the job: Ask questions during
the interview to make sure the job is one that will MAKE GOOD use of your talents.
However, there is a caveat: Not all things you like to do will MAKE GOOD businesses.
The reason we may think that human controllers will MAKE GOOD excep tion managers is that humans can handle the unpredictable situations that
machines cannot.
All employees need to be reminded that there is much they can do to achieve the best match of their own talents to the job: Ask questions during
the interview to make sure the job is one that will MAKE GOOD use of your talents.
For never doubt that we Americans will MAKE GOOD the real meaning of our institutions.
Do you really think he ll MAKE GOOD on any promise he makes tonight?
He who encroaches on his neighbour's land, and transgresses his boundaries, shall MAKE GOOD the damage, and, to cure him of his impudence and also of
his meanness, he shall pay a double penalty to the injured party.
He who encroaches on his neighbour's land, and transgresses his boundaries, shall MAKE GOOD the damage, and, to cure him of his impudence and also of
his meanness, he shall pay a double penalty to the injured party.
But those who believe and do righteous good deeds, and believe in that which is sent down to Muhammad (SAW), for it is the truth from their Lord,
He will expiate from them their sins, and will MAKE GOOD their state.
Next, return to the utilitarian value of morals: apropos of this vast subject, give them many more examples than lessons, many more demonstrations
than books, and you will MAKE GOOD citizens of them: you will turn them into fine warriors, fine fathers, fine husbands: you will fashion men
that much more devoted to their country's liberty, whose minds will be forever immune to servility, forever hostile to servitude, whose genius
will never be troubled by any religious terror.
He who encroaches on his neighbour's land, and transgresses his boundaries, shall MAKE GOOD the damage, and, to cure him of his impudence and also of
his meanness, he shall pay a double penalty to the injured party.
[54c09t07v] Whoever develops the Tao in the kingdom will MAKE GOOD fortune prevalent.
They don't say things which they see, they only say things which will MAKE GOOD conversation.
Rather, on the contrary, they will be very happy with you, because you will be so deliberately nonsensical -- you will MAKE GOOD conversation!
Such a person will MAKE GOOD use of a cave for meditation and will be highly benefited.
From the assurance of Professor Challenger's manner--and in spite of the continued scepticism of Professor Summerlee--I have no doubt that our
leader will MAKE GOOD his statement, and that we are really on the eve of some most remarkable experiences.
From the assurance of Professor Challenger s manner and in spite of the continued scepticism of Professor Summerlee I have no doubt that our leader
will MAKE GOOD his statement, and that we are really on the eve of some most remarkable experiences.
But I've no doubt I shall MAKE GOOD!
But I've no doubt I shall MAKE GOOD!
But I've no doubt I shall MAKE GOOD!
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